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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Problem/Purpose

In Rhode Island, nonpoint source pollution resulting from the operations of recreational
boating facilities has been identified as a problem in the state's Nonpoint Source
Management Plan  page 56!. Boater discharges have also been identified as a potential
problem in the Narragansett Bay Project's Comprehensive Conservation and Management
Plan. According to Section 04-01-06 of the plan "given the present level of boating activity
in Narragansett Bay, boater wastes may become a significant problem  page 4.102!."
EPA/NOAA's "Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint
Pollution in Coastal Waters" also finds that nonpoint pollution regularly introduces
contaminants, such as bacterial concentrations, nutrients and BOD loading, suspended
solids, and petroleum products. Studies referenced in the "Guidance" show that these
contaminants can have significant effects on water quality relating to fin- and shellfishiiig
and recreational activities, such as boating and swimming. In extreme cases, this pollution
can have economic impacts on the tourism, recreational boating, and fishing industries as
water quality decreases.

These iinpacts can be mitigated, however, through the implementation of Best Management
Practices  BMPs!. Recognizing this, the state of Rhode Island, with the assistance of the
Coastal Resources Center  CRC!, has recently completed the development of a BMP
guidance manual for recreational boating facilities that meets the requirements of the
management measures set fourth by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
 EPA! and NOAA, With the adoption of this Environmental Guide for Marinas Controlling
Nonpoint Source and Storm Water Pollution in Rhode bland, implementation of BMPs for
controlling nonpoint source pollution will be required for every new and existing marina in
state waters by 1999. To facilitate the implementation of this new program, this project
was launched to provide technical support and funding for the installation, use, and
evaluation of Best Management Practices at five selected marinas in the Greenwich Bay
study area.

Activities Undertaken/Project Methodology

1 'n fP i

The first project task involved soliciting five marinas within the Greenwich Bay area to
serve as laboratories for the ground truthing of the state's new policy and for the actual
implementation and evaluation of BMPs. The original list of potential participants was
generated by the Rhode Island Marine Trades Association and was then condensed to
achieve minimal overlap and maximum diversity in facility size, type of ownership,
services provided, and perceptions toward nonpoint source pollution control. Seven
different marinas were solicited, of which five were selected to participate, A summa@< of
the key characteristics for the final participants is presented in Table 1  see Appendix A!.

ldenti in Prio '

Once the participating marinas were selected, the project then identified the priority BMPs
for implementation at each of the facilities. Chosen by the process outbned in the state"
Environmental Guide for Marinas, all BMPs initially selected by the participating marin<
operators as "planned for implementation" constituted the original list of possible BMPs to
be implemented and evaluated at each marina. These were then prioritized according to the
needs of the participants and the ability of the project's budget to support their needs. As



depicted in Table 2, the BMPs originally selected for implementation generally fell into
three categories.

Table 1. Key Characteristics of Participating Marinas

Marina Size  ¹ of berths! Services Provided Ownershi

1. Apponaug
2, Brewers

3. C-Lark
4. Ponaug
5, Wharf

Private

Corporate
Private

Private
Private

248

256

380
161

85

*Note: 1 = hauling and storage; 2 = minor mechanical and finishing procedures, along with the activities
of category of l; and 3 = categories l and 2 plus major mechanical, finishing, and structural repairs.
Source: Operation and Maintenance Plans as submitted to Rl CRMC, 7/96,

Table 2. BMPs Selected for Implementation by Participating Marinas

Educational
Efforts

Solid Waste
Effort

Liquid Waste
Effort

BMP

Vacuum an er Use
Recycling-glass, tin k plastic
Secondary Containment
Separate Collection Facilities
Liquid Waste Drop-off Booth
Spill Response Equipment
Spill Response Plans
Workshops
Literature Distribution
Si ns

2,4,5
l,2

1,3,5
1,5
2,4

4

2,4
All
All

2,3,4,5
Note; numbers correspond to the marina at which the practice was implemented. See Table l.

Devel in BMP Irn lem n ' n Plans

Once the original list of BMPs was narrowed and finalized, a plan was developed detailing
how the BMPs would be implemented and evaluated at each marina. Specifically, these
plans described the individual practices; the equipment N costs and suppliers; strategies for
implementation and evaluation; and finally, a detailed schedule for completing the process.
All BMP Implementation Plans were submitted to and approved by the Narragansett Bay
Estuary Program  NBEP! prior to the actual implementation  see Appendix B!.

Im lem ntin BMPs

During the actual implementation phase, CRC worked with the participating marina
operators and NBEP to purchase the necessary equipment; address operational and
regulatory problems; ensure that the equipment was r. roI erly installed and operating; and to
monitor and evaluate the patterns of BMP use at the five participating marinas. During the
implementation of the plans all but one of the BMPs were installed and monitored. The
drop-off booths for liquid wastes were not installed because of a lack of marina resources
during the commissioning season. The only other modification to the approved



implementation plans  see Appendix B! involved the shift away from conducting boater
workshops towards the development atid distribution of educational literature and the
provision of appropriate signage. This change was made due to poor results because of
low attendance associated with conducting boater workshops. Only one such event was
heM at each of the participating marinas,

Once the implementation and monitoring of the selected BMPs was complete, the project
shifted to focus on the actual evaluation of each practice's cost-effectiveness in reducing
nonpoint source pollutants, The criteria used for evaluating these BMPs included their
installation cost, use rates, amount of pollutants collected, or measured changes in boater
behavior when regarding educational efforts. The primary data used in this evaluation was
collected through log books, purchase invoices, and a boater survey. See Appendix C for
detailed survey methodologies and the individual case studies for details on the specific
evaluation approaches used in each instance.

Document Organization

This document presents the methodologies used and the outputs, impacts, and tools
produced by this project. It is divided into two sections. The first section, titled Best
Management Practice Case Studies, presents the priinary project outputs for each of the
practices implemented and evaluated. The second section summarizes other related project
outputs and impacts, such as the overall quantity of pollutants collected, number of boaters
trained, amounts of educational literature distributed, and positive behavioral changes in
boaters.

Appendices referenced in this docuinent may be found in the larger technical report from
which this report is excerpted � Nonpoint Source Pollution Abaternent for Recreational
Boating Facilities: Applying Innovative Best Management Practices.



BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE
CASE STUDIES

Introduction

The following are case studies for each of the individual BMPs addressed  see Table 3 for a
complete listing!, Categorized by solid waste, liquid waste, and educational efforts, each
case study provides: a general description of the practice; a summary of the implementation
and evaluation processes used; an explanation of the associated costs, pollutants collected,
and overall effectiveness; and concludes with final statements regarding the lessons learned
and recommendations for the future use of these individual practices.

o i aste B s Liquid Waste B s Educational BMPs
  a es4-7!   a es 7-13!   a es13-18!

1, Vacuum Sanders

 page 4!
2. Recycling

 page 6!

Description

Implementation

The equipment purchased was the Fein Dust-Free Basic Sanding System. This high
quality system included: Msf 636-1 Random Orbit Sander; Low Profile Dus '-.: i",actor with
Auto Start; 16-foot Hose a:..c. Fittings; and a 5-pack of 1 micron filter bag=-.. - . ipment
came with a full one year warranty and extended support plan that allows the owner to
return the equipment to the factory every six months where it is cleaned and overhauled at
no charge. For your local Fein distributor call 1-800-441-9878.

Table P. BMP Case Studies Produced

3. Separate Collection Facilities
 page 7!

4, Secondary Containment
 page 9!

5. Spill Response Equipment
 page 10!

6. Spill Response Plans
  a e12!

Solid Waste Best Management Practices

U in V uum Sanders

The dustless vacuuin sander targets
paint chips and other debris produced
through hull maintenance activities,
such as bottom sanding, As opposed to
traditional equipment, this machine's
sanding surface is ventilated to allow
the attachment of a vacuum device,
which automatically collects debris as it
is removed from hull surfaces and
before it can reach the open
environment.

7. Literature Distribution
 page 13!

8, Signs
 page 14!

9. Workshops
 page I5!



The equipment was used by staff and made available for tenant use at no cost. Tenants
were notified by word of mouth, the mailing of two informational flyers  see Appendix D!,
and through the posting of these saine flyers within the participating marinas. The
equipment was offered on a first-come first-serve basis. Both staff and tenants were
instructed on proper operating procedures before using the equipment and asked to fill out a
brief questionnaire upon returning it  see Appendix D!, The collected information was then
compiled with the amount of material collected by the machine to establish a basis for
evaluating its effectiveness.

Evaluarion

Cost: $1,357 in equipment with an additional $50 in time and printing.

~Pih :«' *9 ih 9 9 hi *  9 9 ' h,
communicatioti!, and in using standard 80 grit sand paper, this particular vacuum sander
prepped 1,383 feet of vessel bottoms and in the process collected 171 pounds of bottom
paint debris. By calculating a ratio, one can see that the machine averaged 1.98 ounces of
collected material per foot of boat sanded. Standard ingredients of bottom paint for
recreational boats, as exemplified by Interlux Fiberglass Bottamkot, is as follows: 42.75
percent cuprous oxide  of which 37.9 percent is elemental copper! and 57.25 percent
inert ingredients.

:NNNh 9 « ih 'iih 9 999 ih
responding boaters actually sanded their hull this year, consider this: If just 35 percent of
the State's 32,052 registered vessels  McGrath, personal communication! had their bottoms
sanded with this type of equipment each year, at an average length of 20 feet per boat
 McGrath, personal communication!, approximately 27,765 pounds of solid waste could
potentially be prevented from reaching the open environment annually. When considering
the individual installation of these machines, the initial purchase cost appears to present a
barrier to such wide spread use, but recent studies have shown that this is not necessarily
the case. Ross �996!, points out that in addition to cleaning up the environment, the use
of vacuuin sanders can dramatically increase the efficiency of sanding operations while also
generating significant profits through custoiner rental,

Lessons Learned/Recommendations

~ Thoroughly research the market before purchasing your machine. Compare the overall
cost, size of powerheads, quality of vacuum motors and filters, and the specifics of the
individual warranties and product support plans.

~ Consider developing a rental scheme to compensate for the initial investment, It can
either be set up strictly to cover the cost of purchasing and operating the equipment, or
it can be structured so as to become a profit center for the marina. Just remember: the
lower the cost to the user, the more users you will have and the mare pollutants you
will capture.

~ Pubhcize, publicize, publicize. If you do not get the word out, the machine will not be
used enough to make a return � either in profits or pollutants collected � on the initial
in vestment.

~ In addition to the mailing or I;;, - --mporary flyers, consider posting permanent
signs in hull maintenance areas:..= iiiio,.a tenants that the equipment is available for use.

~ Do not forget about the benefits of word of mouth. Inform staff that whenever they see
someone sanding with traditional equipment, they should advise them that a



professional vacuum sander is available for their use that is more efficient and will
protect their health, as well as that of the environment.

~ Always provide users with operating instructions and make sure that they understand
them before using the machine. Take any steps necessary to limit liability on the part of
the marina.

~ Monitor the use and materials collected by the equipment for future reference. Such
information could prove invaluable in making decisions regarding the continuation of
the vacuum sanding program and/or regulatory compliance.

Rec clin Glass Tin an Plastics

Description

Like homes, boats, and the marinas at 6 hich they are stored, produce many recyclable
waste streams. But unlike most municipal neighborhoods, marinas often do not recycle
these products because the service is not provided to them by local municipalities.
Recognizing this, the aim of this BMP was to properly dispose of these solid wastes by
privately providing recycling facilities for tin, glass, and plastics.

Implementation

Standard 96-gallon recycling totes were provided to two of
the participating mannas by two different private waste
disposal contractors for the collection of tin, glass, and
plastics. The two marinas were of similar size �48 and 256
berths!. Both marinas placed the totes at the head of their
main piers, and adjacent to the durnpsters used for disposing
of nonrecyclable solid wastes. All recycling totes were labeled
with what they were designed to collect.

To further educate marina tenants on the use of the facilities,
the second marina distributed additional educational flyers to
each of the tenants  see Appendix E!. Evaluation of this BMP
was done by monitoring the volume of material collected prior
to the weekly emptying of the totes.

Evaluation

~; The cost for providing recycling of glass, tin, and plastics averaged $32 per week,
per facility.

H L95 I@196-gal y *k h
equivalent of 16.25 percent of a standard six yard dumpster's capacity.

:TMpH i i pg lit g
permanently discarded in landfills, However, it cost substantially more to recycle the
material using a private waste hauler than to simply have disposed of it using the dumpsters
that were already available. For example, the average.- ~ ':t to provide and empty a standard
6-cubic-yard dumpster was $36 per week, When y~: consider that it cost $32 per week to
recycle what could have been disposed of in the dumpsters for $5.12 �6 percent of price
based on volume of recylables collected!, it becomes obvious that although recycling is the
environmentally preferred disposal method, it may not be cost-effective in certain
installations.



Lessons LearnedJRecommendations

~ Recycling is the environmentally preferred disposal method for reusable materials.
~ Check to see if your municipality will provide the service at no cost or at a reduced fee.

If not, try tackling the task in-house.

~ Although the practice has proven environinentally effective, due to the fact that private
service providers tend to be costly in the provision and emptying of recycling facilities,
this method is economically inefficient.

~ Recycling of tin, glass, and plastics can be economically efficient if its cost can be made
compatible with the fee for standard disposal.

~ Sufficient receptacles can be privately purchased and properly labeled for a nominal fee.
~ Of the survey respondents not recycling, 50 percent felt that the process took up too

much space onboard their vessels and was too time consuming; therefore, try to
simplify the procedure: by providing commingled collection bins.

~ Recyclab1es can then be disposed of at no charge by either bringing them to municipal
collection sites or by encouraging local "scrapers" to collect the metals.

Liquid Waste Best Marlagement Practices

Pr i n 'ne

Description

A major component in minimizing nonpoint source
pollution is in providing proper liquid waste collection and
disposal facilities. When people cannot easily access such
facilities, they tend to dispose of wastes, such as oil,
anti&eeze, and solvents, in improper ways, In addition to
preventing pollutants from being improperly disposed,
having separate containers for the collection of differing
liquid wastes can save on disposal costs, For example, it
can cost anywhere from two to three times the amount to
dispose of a 55-gallon drum of oil that has been
contaminated with antifreeze  $400-$550! than it would to
dispose of an uncontaminated drum  $150! of pure waste
oil  Kailer, personal communication!,

Implementation

Reconditioned 55-gallon drums with lids were purchased from a local supplier identified
through the yelloiv pages. These drums then served as the primary contaiiiers for the
separate coHe",t ."» of diesel fuel and antifreeze. In order to ease the coHection process,
specially c'e,-g;ied funnels that screw into the drums and provic'e i:..:..ient room for the
draining of portable containers and oil filters were purchased from the Oil Dri Corporation
 for your local distributor call 1-800-0il-Drip!, All of the separate disposal containers were
then supplied with labels detailing what they were designed to accept, The labels were
produced in 4-inch white vinyl by a local sign maker identified through the yellow pages,



Once acquired, the drums were labeled, affixed with a funnel, and placed atop the two-
drum secondary spill containment pallets  see the following case study!, Signs were
posted at the marinas directing patrons how to properly dispose of harmful materials.
Educational fact sheets were also distributed  please see the educational BMP case studies
for more detail on these processes!. The final step in implementing this practice involved
establishing an evaluation scheme. Marina operators decided to simply record the volume
 in gallons! of material collected over the course of the boating season.

Evaluation

Cost: Drum-$14.95, funnel-$35, average label-$8, average installation time - four person-
hours

Pollutants Collected: Two participating marinas averaged approximately 40 gallons of
antifreeze, 350 gallons of diesel plus 17 gallons of gasoline, and 10 gallons of solvents
with pre-existing equipment, Two other participating facilities also implemented this
practice for diesel and antilreeze but no pollutants were collected. To put this in proper
perspective, a few points must be emphasized: First, antifreeze is predominantly produced
as a waste product during the early spring when people are de-winterizing or
commissioning their vessels for sununer use; and second, these facilities were not
operational until after this period.

1~1~: id h I Il d U
that had the pre-existing facilities, and the increased cost to dispose of contaminated
wastes, one can conclude that a ininimal investment in separate collection containers for
disposal of liquid wastes can increase the amount of materials properly disposed and
decrease the actual disposal cost over the long run.

Lessons Learned/Recommendations

~ Carefully assess your needs for separate collection facilities. Full-service marinas will
generally produce more waste streams then those who cater primarily to hauling and
storage.

~ At a minimum consider providing separate facilities for the disposal of waste oil, diesel,
gasoline, antifreeze, solvents, and contaminated petroleuin products  i.e., oils mixed
with such things as antifreeze and/or water!.

~ Remetnber, if it costs $60 to install a separate container for the collection and disposal
of waste oil that has been contaminated, but it takes two to three years to fill the drum,
you stiH may be achieving a savings in disposal costs of between $200 and $300,

~ The cost to provide separate disposal containers can be drastically reduced by reusing
drums that you may already have on-site. Labels do not necessarily have to be
purchased, they can simply be painted on and although a snug fitting funnel for
draining temporary containers is a plus, it is not the only a1ternative.

~ Design collection facilities so that they are easy to access. Over 57 percent of the
survey respondents indicated that they did not use the provided facilities because it was
easier to dispose of their wastes elsewhere. If possible, try to keep them open
throughout the season and always make sure that sufficient capacity exists.

~ If it not possible to keep them open or unlocked, consider providing a "drop-off booth"
at some convenient point within the marina.



~ Publicity, education, and proper instruction is the key. In order to reduce improper
disposal practices by your staff and tenants, they must be aware of the facilities
available to thein and know how to use them coriectly. Post signs in the collection area
describing disposal methods. Distribute flyers and label containers appropriately. See
the educational BMP case studies for additional details.

~ Check with local regulatory officials on specific design criteria for hazardous materials
storage areas.

Inst in n 'nmn

Description

All containers used to store waste oils and other such
potentially harmful liquids should have a form of
secondary containment, The primary purpose is to
provide additional storage capacity for any materials that
may leak due to the failure, overfiHing, or improper
draining of the primary storage container. Generally
speaking, secondary containment shou.ld equal 110
percent of the capacity of the primary container and is
usually provided by placing a non-leaching berm with
an impervious bottom under or around the primary
container.

Implementation

Implementation of the secondary containment units was accomplished by first placing them
in their designated storage locations. The primary containers �5-gallon drums! were then
placed on top of the pallets and opened for use. No specific educational activities were
undertaken. This BMP was evaluated by checking the amount of liquids that had collected
in the bottom of the secondary containment units at the end of the boating season.

Evaluation

Cost, $241 each with minimal time for installation.

:0* fl''d*. I*db *f1*
instance the leak was due to an improper filling of the primary storage container. If no:.;.
the presence of secondary containment, this leaked material would have been released
directly into the ground.

In providing secondary containment to the liquid storage facilities at the participating
marinas, the decision was made to purchase commercially avadable products rather then
constructing such facilities in-house. In all instances the product purchased was the Oil Dri
Corporation of America's two drum spill pallet  product ¹ 90525!. Constructed to provide
secondary containment for any two standard 55-gallon drums, these units can be easily
transported in case of emergency and have been outfitted with spickets so that they may be
drained of their contents when necessary, For your local Oil Dri Distributor call 1-800-Oil-
Drip.
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providing secondary containment. In terms of pollutants collected, although only 1 quart
of liquid waste was captured this season, we are confident that these units would be
capable of containing a complete failure of the primary storage containers placed upon
them. In terms of economics, it is felt that the initial purchase cost for these high-quality
units is either equal to, or less than, the cost to produce a similar product in-house. It is
also important to recognize several benefits inherent in the spill pallets' design � they ate
durable, easily transported, and equipped for draining,

Lessons Learned/Recommendations

~ Proper secondary containment facilities aie effective in controlling both small leaks or
spills, as well as larger failures of primary storage containers.

~ Secondary containment facilities should be regularly drained of any collected material
so that their capacity at any point in tiine is equal to 110 percent of the primary storage
containers,

When standard 55-gallon drums are used as the primary storage containers, it may be
cheaper to purchase commercially available containment units rather than trying to
construct such facilities in-house.

~ If larger storage containers, such as home heating fuel tanks, are used to store liquid
waste, it may become more difficult to provide secondary containment. In these
instances, consider removing the larger tanks and replacing them with a series of
standard 55-gallon drums and spill pallets.

~ As another alternative to replacing large tanks, consider the construction of a central
coIlection site. A particular method worth noting is the use of septic tanks cut in half
and enclosed, This approach can provide secondary containment for 1arge quantities of
liquid waste. Remember that in many states any storage facility that has the capacity to
hold more than 500 gallons of petroleum products must be permitted  check with your
department of environmental management!.

~ When constructing such facilities in-house, be sure to consider design elements such as
overall capacity in coinparison to the capacity of the primary containers, their
permeability, and their ability to be transported and drained.

~ Spill pallets capable of holding four 55-gallon drums are commercially available. With
the capacity for four drums, these pallets can either be used for different types of liquid
waste  i.e, one drum for oil, one for antifreeze, one for solvents, etc.! or to replace a
larger container used for a single waste product.

Su 1 in Emer enc S iHR n i n

Description

Oil spills resulting from marina-related activities pose a real threat to coastal environments
and can impose considerable financial liability on individual inarina owners and operators.
Recognizing this, the ability to quickly contain and absorb such spills then becomes crucial
in mitigating these potential negative impacts, In order to contain and absorb such spills, a
~etta'.n amount of specialized equipinent is recommended to be kept on-site. At a
mininium, this equipment should include a sufficient length of boom  approximately 3 feet
of boom to every foot of the largest vessel serviced! capable of containing spills and a
sufficient quantity of materials capable of absorbing oil in a liquid environment  Amaral,
Lee, and Rhodes, 1996!.



Implementation

In this instance the spill response equipment decided upon was the Oil Dri 95-Gallon Oil
Only Spill Kit  ¹ 90943!. Containing.130 feet of boom, 60 smart pads, 10 disposal bags,
and an emergency response guidebook, this kit has the ability to absorb 164 gallons of
fuel. For your local Oil Dri Distributor call 1-800-0il-Drip,

Once acquired, the emergency spill response kit was permanently instated at the marina's
fuel dock. After consideration, the marina manager derided to leave the storage container
unlocked so that the equipment could be accessed at all times by marina tenants. In order to
raise awareness of the above equipment, a sign detailing the basics of oil spill response was
created and posted at the fuel dock  see Appendix H!, Evaluation was accomplished by
tracking the number of products actually used. In addition, any used products were to be
collected and drained to 4etermine the amount of oil that had been prevented from entering
the open environment. In the event that a large spill occurred, the response kit was to be
evaluated as to its effectiveness at containing the spill,

Evaluation

~ $496

N I * «h

participating marina where the deployment of the
emergency spill response equipment was warranted.
Therefore, no actual volumes could be collected or
measured.

hlh hhh I Ih
actually used by the participating marina, it is felt that this
kit is fully capable of absorbing the 164 gallons of oil that
the manufacturer claims. Assuming that this is true, when
compared with the high costs associated with having a
private company respond to a 100-gallon oil spill one can
see that the purchase cost of an emergency spill response
kit of this caliber is well worth the initial investment.

Lessons Learned/Recommendations

~ An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Look at your marina with a critical
eye. Try to identify and correct potential spill sources before they occur,

~ If the cost for the purchase of a complete emergency spill response kit seems too high,
consider buying booms and absorbents separately and constructing a storage container
on your own.

~ Equipment does not necessarily have to be purchased all at once. Small sections of
boom and bales of absorbents can be purchased individually over time.

~ Spill response equipment is not helpful if it is locked up during a spill where people
cannot access it, Therefore, before deciding on locking the stv'~ ge container,
experiment with leaving it open so that tenants can acce.".". ' '.,; uipment at any time.

~ Consider leaving the storage container unlocked just on weekends and holidays when
there is more activity and therefore more potential for spills.
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~ Both staff and tenants need to be educated on the use and disposal of emergency spill
response equipment. Use signs, educational literature, and workshops to instruct them
on the proper use of the equipment.

~ Develop and maintain a spill response plan.

v 1 'n iHR s onePl

Description

Simply having the proper equipment available for responding to oil spills is not enough to
ensure proper oil spiH response and cleanup efforts. An Oil Spill Response Plan clearly
identifies the who, what, when, where, and how of spill response for a particular marina.
In its most basic sense, the oil spill response plan is simply a proactive safety device which
outline<a set of procedures for correctly responding to such an emergency.

Implementation

If proper oil spill response equipment is already available, there is almost no need for
additional capital outlays in the development of a spiH response plan, We used the
Environmental Guide for Marinas model oil spill response plan as the reference source in
completing the individual spill response plans. Two meetings were held with marina
managers to identify potential spill thats, agree on spill response tactics, designate
specific personnel with specific roles, and identify contacts for additional spiH response
equipment  See Appendix F!.

Evaluatr'on

Cost. Approximately four person-hours to research and develop the plan with an additional
two person-hours for staff review and instruction.

*d dI h* 61 * I b
implemented. Therefore, we cannot estimate the amount of po11utants collected, or in this
case, prevented from reaching the open environment as a result of having developed a spill
response plan.

dU
development of spill response plans can be very cost-effective. The primary benefit is that
the appropriate individuals can then respond to the potential threats identified, become more
aware of the procedures to foHow in the event of a spiH, know where and how to access the
necessary response equipment, and better respond to actual emergencies.

Lessons Learned/Recommendations

~ The development of spill response plans is straightforward, inexpensive, and can be
easily accomplished by marina staff without the assistance of costly private consultants.

~ The Envi ronmentaf Guide for Marinas serves as an excellent resource for the
development of spill r sponse plans.

~ The process of developing '."-.. plan with staff is an educational experience, but training
in actual spill response is most helpful.

~ Properly informed actions on the part of marina representatives in the early phase of
spill response has the potential to reduce cleanup costs and marina liabilities.
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Educational Best Management Practices

Descriprion

Distributing educational literature is often cited as a primary
means for informing boaters on nonpoint source pollution
controls for maiinas. In most instances undertaking this
approach depends on three primary factors: what types of
literature to use, where to acquire it, and how to distribute
it. In regards to the information types, flyers, posters,
short booklets, and fact sheets are common+ cited,
Although these can be produced in-house on a case-by-case
basis, the most likely source of these materials is from
governmental and nongovernmental enviroiunental
organizations and through industry-related trade
associations,

Implementation

The first task was to acquire good source materials that were widely applicable, accurate,
appealing, and concise. Once these materials were found, they were adapted to suit
particular needs. This was done by CRClSea Grant and the NBEP, who then coordinated
the production and publication of a Boater Fact Sheet Series that covers the topics of
sanding and painting, solid waste disposal, vessel sewage, bilges, fueling, and spill
response; vessel cleaning and fish waste; and routine engine maintenance  see Appendix
G!,

Two different distribution methods were then implemented. The first method used
standard literature display racks that were set up at convenient locations within three of the
participating marinas. The racks were stocked with materials and monitored as to how
many individual fact sheets were taken each month by the marina customers. The second
method involved including one of the fact sheets in each of the five marinas' monthly
billings over the course of six months. The content of the fact sheets coincided with the
activities of boaters during different times of the season. For example, we mailed the
sanding and painting fact sheet at the end of April, solid waste disposal in May, vessel
sewage in June, and so on. After completing the six-month distribution process, this
method was then evaluated through the use of a survey that asked the marina customers if
they had been reading the fact sheets, and if they were now using any BMPs that they had
learned from reading them.

Evaluation

~ The costs associated with the display rack averaged $52.80 per marina  $45 to
purchase the rack and $7.80 t~ stock it with 20 copies of each fact sheet!. The cost for the
monthly mailings average' .,', 36 per marina  $7,56 for copying per month times six
months!,

:hl 6 d* f* d*ChliW d 1 Ch
new BMPs. Through the survey, we identified that distributing literature ranked second
among the customers' foHow-up choice for best method of informing them. Additionally,



75 percent of those who received the fact sheets actually read them, and of that 75 percent,
91 percent have since begun to use BMPs that they learned by reading the materials.

P' "' "' * "'"*' "< 'b''
boaters to use BMPs. In addition, there was not much difference in cost for the two
distribution methods used. The mailing method proved more cost-effective because
marinas were able to mail an average of 126 copies per month per marina, whereas the use
of the literature display rack averaged only five copies per month per marina.

Lessons Learned%ecomrnendations

~ Distributing literature ranked second among the boaters choices for best method of
informing them and had the highest effectiveness rating of the three educational BMPs
addressed, The use of this approach is highly recommended.

~ Distributing literature through monthly mailings was far more cost-effective in reaching
the target audience than simply using display racks, since participating marinas were
paying for the postage regardless of the inclusion of individual fact sheets.

~ If the use of monthly mailings is not applicable in a specific instance, consider sending
mailings with the seasonal contracts or placing copies directly on the individual vessels
stored at the marina at different points in the boating season.

~ Perhaps the most important lesson learned about this approach was that you cannot
expect customers to take information. For this approach to be truly effective. marina
operators must put the materials directly in their hands.

~ Rhode Island Sea Grant now has a series of six boater fact sheets available that are
widely applicable, accurate, appealing, and concise.

Description

The use of signs has long been recognized as a means for informing people, In this
instance they were used to educate boaters on specific BMPs that they can use to help
reduce nonpoint sources of pollution from marinas.

Implementation

The first task involved categorizing and compiTing materials into logical topics that would
be appropriate for posting at different locations within the facility. We identified several
consistent priority topics for signs, including solid waste disposal tips, harmful materials,
or liquid disposal tips, and instructions for responding to spills and the operation of
pumpout stations.

With the topics decided, the specific language was developed  see Appendix H! and the
production of the signs was contracted out to a local sign maker. Constructed of steel with
vinyl backgrounds and lettering, the 36-by-24-inch sign: were then posted in appropriate
places. For example. solid waste disposal signs were i~laced near facility dumpsters, and
spill response instructions were placed next to facil'...; �. ' esponse e'.,uipment.

After completing the installation of the signs, this approach was then evaluated through a
survey that asked the marina customers whether they had learned new waste disposal
BMPs through reading the signs, and whether they were now using the practices that they
had learned.



Evaluation

~: 5105 per sign, with miniinal installation time.

:.li h *. 6*1U
the posting of signs ranked first among the customers'
choice for best method of informing them. Additionally,
72 percent of those who read the signs learned new
practices, and of that 72 percent, 79 percent have since
begun to use the BMPs that they learned.

:Ih ft ig i 'ill/ pp
high when compared to the costs associated with
distributing literature. However, when one recognizes that
the literature distributed will usually only serve a one-time
benefit, whereas the signs will continue to spread the word
to people over the course of years, one can see that posting

signs can be quite cost-effective, especially if the signs can be produced in-house or at a
cheaper rate.

Lessons Learned/Recommendations

~ Posting signs was ranked first by boaters as the best method for informing them. It
ranked second in terms of its effectiveness in getting boaters to use BMPs.

~ Priority topics for the posting of educational signs include solid waste disposal, liquid
waste disposal, pumpout station operation, and spill response instructions.

~ Developing the specific language for educational signs does not have to be difficult  see
Appendix H!.

~ Although signs need to be durable, legible, and eye-catching, they do not necessarily
have to cost a lot. In many instances, they can be inade inexpensively with some wood
and a little paint.

~ In order to be effective, signs need to be visible, even if that means making several
copies of the same sign and posting them in differen locations.

~ Make sure signs are of an appropriate size and post them in suitable locations.

Descriprion

The Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in
Coastal W'aters  EPA, 1993! states that "meetings/presentations at local marinas or other
locations are a good way to discuss [nonpoint source pollution issues] with boaters." To
this end, we conducted several such events/workshops and assessed their value.

Implementation

Preparation involved cataloging and categorizing the materials to be presented. Once this
task was complete, three different formats were selected for use. The question-and-answer
forum, slide show presentation, and facility walking tour  see Appendix I!. In addition to
using three different formats, several different venues were selected: the facility walking
tour was conducted at the marinas. The question-and-answer forums also took place at the
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marinas, although one event was incorporated into an existing function traditionally well-
attended by marina customers. The first slide show presentation was scheduled for a large
local boating supply store, and the second was held at an adjoining restaurant, with
appetizers and refreshments provided by the marina operator.

With the actual content, organization, and location of the events finalized, the planning then
shifted to publicizing the various events. Although the approaches used varied slightly
among marinas, publicity flyers  see Appendix I! were the primary advertising vehicle.
They were posted throughout the participating facilities and mailed, on two occasions, to
marina tenants, The one exception was the slide show presentation held at the local boating
supply store. For this event, an additional 200 flyers were given to the store to be handed
out over the two-week period preceding the event.

Once preparations were completed. the actual events were conducted in accordance with the
individual session plans. Events/workshops were evaluated through a survey that asked
marina tenants the following questions: I! Were you aware of the workshops? 2! Did you
attend? 3! If you did attend, are now using the BMPs discussed? 4! If you did not attend,
what would have encouraged your participation?

Evaluation

~t: With the exception of publicity efforts  which averaged $ l6 per facility! and the slide
show presentation conducted at the restaurant, there were no large costs associated with
purchasing needed equipment or materials for the individual workshops. On the other
hand, one must recognize that it takes a considerable investment of time to plan and conduct
a successful formal workshop. On average, l0 hours were needed to plan and publicize
the events, two hours to gather any needed materials, three hours to advise any additional
speakers, two hours to do a preliminary dry run, and an additional three hours to set up,
conduct, and clean up after the actual event.

Educatio l V l; Conducting workshops ranked last among customers' choice for best
method of informing them. Additionally, of the 26 percent who were aware of the
workshops, only 9 p=rcent chose to attend, It is important to note that the low percentage
of survey respoii.i.::ts aware of the workshops might not be repres . tative, as the events
were conducted vue year prior to the administration of the survey, arid therefore,
respondents could have forgotten of their notification. Of those who were clearly aware of
the events and attended, only 31 percent have started to use BMPs learned at the events.
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preparing and conducting forrnal workshops with the 9 percent attendance rate observed
and the associated 31 percent effectiveness at getting participants to use BMPs, the cost-
effectiveness is very low compared to the other educational approaches presented.

Lessons Learned/Recommendations

~ Conducting workshops ranked last among methods to inform boaters and had the worst
effectiveness rating of the three educational approaches tested.

~ If conducting workshops is the chosen approach, focus on traditional publicity
methods, such as word of mouth and the posting and mailing of flyers, and more
importantly, try to schedule the event into an existing marina function that is
traditionally well-attended by tenants. This will give you a large audience with minimal
effort,

~ To increase attendance, try offering incentives, such as door prizes, discounts, free
product samples, or even a small social event following the workshop.
In terms of workshop formats, the facility walking tour appeared to be the best method,
as it allowed participants to gain hands-on experience in the benefits and use of BMPs
through actual on-site demonstntion of products and procedures.

~ The slide show presentation appeared less effective than the walking tour, but more
effective then the question-and-answer forum, in that it engaged the participants and
allowed the opportunity for the presentation and discussion of appropriate BMPs.

~ The question-and-answer format proved least effective in that it was difficult to engage
the tenants.

~ Finally, the conducting of successful formal workshops requires a considerable
investment of time and resources. If sufficient time and resources are not available, it is
better to reconsider that approach, rather than conduct an event that may set negative
tones for future BMP implementation, evaluation, and education efforts.
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SUMMARY OF OTHER PROJECT
OUTPUTS AND IMPACTS

This section highlights associated project impacts that are not directly referenced in the
preceding BMP case studies. These include pollutants collected, amounts of educational
literature distributed, positive behavioral changes measured, and tools developed for marina
operators.

Pollutants Captured

Although the total ramifications of this project in terms af pollutants prevented from
reaching the open environment cannot be reasonably estimated, the collection and proper
disposal of 171 pounds of bottom paint debris, 22.12 cubic yards of recyclables, and 1
quart of waste oil can be directly attributed to this project.

Educational Literature Distributed

A total of 85,204  see Table 4! individual pieces of educational literature were distributed to
boaters and marina operators over the course of this project. This number is bolstered by
the fact that four of the six Boater Fact Sheets used in the second season  see Appendix J!
were published by Rhode Island Boating Magazine  see Appendix G!, which, as quoted by
its publisher, has a monthly circulation of approximately 20,000 copies  Miner, personal
communication!.

Several major events were also attended by CRC/NBEP representatives for the purpose of
disseminating this information. These events included the 1996 Greenwich Bay Day
Celebration, The Watershed '96 video downlink held in the city of Warwick, and the 1.996
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management  RIDEM! Pollution Prevention
Conference held at the Rhode Island Convention Center. An additional 1,200 copies of the
Boater Fact Sheet series have been set aside for distribution at the upcoming 1997 Rhode
Island indoor Boat Show. These are not accounted for in Table 4.

Table 4. Educational Literature Distributed by Method

oater Mailings Public Events Total
Worksho s Distribution Racks & Ma azines

Material

Firsr Season

15 38

17

35

econd Season

5,204Total 4123 80,357724

Ject
Description
Boaters Guide
br&~3L Placard
Cleaning Article
Pumpout Map
Coastal Features

EQ/IQ
Fact Sheet 1

Fact Sheet 2
Fact Sheet 3
Fact Sheet 4
Fact Sheet 5
Fact Sheet 6

122
120
128

119
121
114

4
635

900
637

644
642
641

49

20,043
20,039

24

24
20,044
20,044

175
120
145
119
161
114

53

20,678
20,939

661
668

20,686
20,685
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Positive Behavioral Changes Measured

According ta the survey conducted, an average of 73.5 percent of the boaters from the
participating marinas noticed, received, and/or read the educationai fact sheets distributed
and signs posted. Of those who learned new practices from these approaches, an average
of 85 percent of them are now using BMPs. Using these figures, we can then estimate that
706 individuals have made some type of positive change toward reducing nonpoint source
pollution in their boating behaviors. Additionally, 31 percent of the 38 individuals who
attended the educational workshops have made an effort to control nonpoint source
pollution in their boating behaviors. If we apply the same statistics as used above to the
Boater Fact Sheets distributed via Rhode Island Boating Magazine, we can assume that an
additional 13,650 individuals have made some type of positive change. Overail it is
estimated that ay a direct result of this project, a total of 14,368 individuals have made
positive changes regarding nonpoint source poilution reduction in their boating behaviors.

Tools Developed for Marina Operators

Through this project, a group of previously unavailable tools have been developed for
marina operators. These include educational materials, such as detai1ed instructions for
conducting boater workshops, sample language for the posting of educational signs, and a
Boater Fact Sheet series widely suitable for distribution across this state and perhaps
beyond. In addition to these educational materials, elements such as rental agreements and
operating instructions for the use of vacuum sanders, have also been made available, along
with a demographic and social prof' of the Rhode Island marina customer base  see
Appendix C!.

Transferring the Experience

These final outputs, impacts, and lessons learned must now be transferred to coastal
regulators and marina operators within this and other coastal states. To accomplish this,
several efforts have and will be undertaken. First, the case studies included in this
document will be formatted into one-page documents and posted on the Marina Net World
Wide Web site, At the present time, CRC Sea Grant and the NBEP are trying to 1ocate
additional funding for the professional publication of a "glossy" document that would
highlight the lessons learned and experiences gained through this project.

Outside of the written realm, CRC Sea Grant will continue to actively transfer the
experiences gained via formal and informal public speaking/technical assistance events.
CRC/Sea Grant representatives recently unveiled the project's preliminary findings to
Rhode Island's marina operators and coastal regulators at the R.I. DEM 1997 Pollution
Prevention Conference. In addition, two project-related abstracts have been submitted for
the International Marina Institute's Fourth National Marine Research Conference to be held
in Dallas-Fort Worth on March 8, 1997.
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Appendix A

Partieipatiog MaI.inas

The following is a list of the Greenwich Bay Marinas who have

participated in this project.
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Participating Marinas

1! Apponaug Harbor Marina
17 Arnold's Neck Drive
Warwick, RI 02886
Owner Operator - Mr. John Dickerson
�01! 739-5005

3! C-Lark Marina
252 Second Point Road
Warwick, RI 02886
Owner Operator � Mr. Gun ther Vildbig
�01! 739-3871

4! Ponattg Marina
Arnold's Neck Drive
Warwick, Rl 02886
Owner Operator � Mr. Ray Chase
�01! 884-1976

Wharf Marina
138 Wharf Road
Warwick, Rl 02889
Owner Operator � Mr Peter Vassilopolous
�01! 737-2233

5!

2! Brewers Yacht Yard at Cowesett
100 Folly Landing
Warwick, RI 02886
Owner - Mr. Jack Brewer
Operator � Mr, Chris Ruhling
�01! 884-0544



Appendix 8

BMP Implementation Plans

The following includes a letter approving the planned BMP activities

and a summary of the BMP implementation Plans developed for- the

par ticipating Mari nas, /n order to reduce the overlap between

marina.s you will simply find a single plan provided for each BMP

addressed. Refer to Table 2 for a listing of BMP.s by Marinas.



STATK OF RHODE tSXAHD AND PROVIDENCE PGWXiiiTIOHS

Oepaxtrnent cf Environmental Maaagexnent
DMSION OF WATER RESOURCES

291 Promenade
hvtdencs, R.L M008 - 57B7
�01! 277- 0165

HAAAAl~ xx
4 Ax r a 0 i ecT

Apil 4, 1996

>ared Rhodes

Gaast rl Resources Center
Gsailixate School of Ocearmiipxipby
University of RJ.
Narragansett, RL
02882

Dear Mr. Rhodes,

1f yoii necxl aay fnrrher information, please contact mo at �01! 277-3165 ext. 727l.

S iriccre!y,

~ -Xwe~
Kichard C. Ribb, AICP
Project Co-director

Ta!ecornmunlcatlon Devtca for the Deaf � �01! 277 � 6800

The RfDEM Narragansett Bay Estiiafy Prograrri appreciates rbe fact that yoix have provided Manna
BMP project rriateria!s  URI Contract N495433$! to irs for review on a time!y basis and has found
the cwork completed to date by Coastal Resairrces Center to be very' high qixality. ABer review of
the project materials and planning docirrriertts provided to irs dated Mrrrcb 21, 1996, the NBEP
approves the coinplete imp!exrxeatation plan iiiclnding tbe planned signage and factsbeets cornporient



Vacuum Sander

Description
This technology targets sandings and paint chips produced through hull maintenance
activities by capturing or containing them before they can reach the open environment. As
opposed to traditional sanding equipment, the machine's sanding surface is ventilated to
allow the attachment of a vacuum device which automatically collects the debris as it is
removed, Once installed, the equipment will be publicized and made available to staff and
tenants of the marina. The intent being that they will use the new technology instead of
traditional methods, and therefore pollutant contributions and total suspended solids emitted
from hull maintenance areas will decrease.

Installation

Equipment will be managed by the marina operator on a first come first serve basis.
Tenants will be required to pay a nominal rental fee  $3.00/day! to use the equipment. The
fee will be put into a fund used f' or the purchase of filter bags as needed. Tenants will need
to supply their own sanding disks,

Product Information
The equipment to be purchased is the Fein Dust Free Basic Sanding System. This high
quality system includes: Msf 636-1 Random Orbit Sander; Low Profiile Dust Extractor with
Auto Start; 16' Hose and Fittings; and a 5 pack of 1 micron sealable filter bags. The
equipment comes with a full one year warranty and a support plan which allows the owner
to return the equipment every six months to the factory where it will be cleaned and
overhauled at no charge  parts or labor!.
~ $1,357.45
~Di ~gr: Tim Walter, Martin Walter Co., Inc. 1-800 356-6926

Evaluation
The effectiveness of this equipment at preventing such debris from entering the open
environment will be evaluated by determining the number of times the equipment is used,
the task performed  the length of the vessel if bottom sanding is performed!, and the
volume of debris collected by the machine, This data will be collected through the use of a
log book which details this use data and by keeping a running total of volumes collected
 the sanding unit will only be emptied and cleaned by staff!.

Schedule
We would like to have the equipment available at the facility for April 1, 1996, which means that
purchasing procedures need to begin immediately. Evaluation would then follow September 1,
1996 at which time a case study on vacuum sander use would be produced.

Recycling of Tin, Glass, and Plastic

Description
Like homes, vessels produce many recyclable residential waste streams, but unlike most
municipal neighborhoods, rnarinas generally do not recycle these products. The aim of this
Best Management Practice, is to implement the recycling of standard recyclables at the
model marina. The materials to be addressed are tin, glass and plasti~ "ortainers.

Installation
Installation should be relatively simple since most people understand the process simply
upon recognizing the receptacles. Receptacles, signage, and disposal services will be
provided by the marina's current waste hauler. Use of the recycling facilities will be
promoted through our educational efforts.
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Product Information
Three sets of standard 96 gallon totes will be provided for the collection of tin, plastics, and
glass. These will be placed in the general facility of the waste dumpsters already on-site and
will be emptied weekly by the facility's cunent waste hauler.
~ost: Awaiting Estimate

8 dd: 8 " d 8

Evaluation

Evaluation of this Best Management Practice will be accomplished by totaling the amount
of materials collected for recycling. With the result being that this total represents materials
which would have been land-filled under the previous conditions. Measurements will be
made by logging the amount of material in the totes on the day before their scheduled
emptying.

Schedule
The totes will be in plane by May 1, 1996 and evaluation will follow through September 1,
1996. At this point a case study on marina recycling will be prepared.

Separate Container for the Disposal of Liquid Wastes

Description
A major component in minimizing nonpoint source pollution is in providing proper waste
collection and disposal facilities. When people can not easily access such facilities, they
tend to dispose of them in discrete and improper manners. Presently the marina has no
disposal facilities for waste oil. The intent of this Best Management Practice is to provide
such facilities

Installation
One container will be installed in the marina's work shed, A funnel and secondary
containment will be provide to prevent spillage,

Product Information
One standard 55 Gallon drums will be used as the container, and a screw in funnel will be
provided.
~ Driim $14,95, Funnel, 35.00  total - $49.95!.
Q>rr;~ct; Drums - CoHins and Sons �01! 722-0775, Funnels - Universal Gold �01! 431-
0990

Evaluation
Evaluation will be accomplished by tracking the quantity  in goons! of oil coHected. Logs
will be kept which record the necessary information before the containers are emptied.

Schedule
This container will be provided by June 1, 1996. Evaluation will follow though September 1,
1996, at which time a case study will be developed.

Upgrade to Secondary Containment

Description
All containers used to store waste oils and other such products should have a form of
secondary containment. In most cases, this secondary containment must equal 110 percent
of the capacity of the primary container. Generally, this backup is provided by placing a
non-leaching berm with an impervious bottom around the containers. Currently, this
marina operates without secondary containment.
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I nstallation
Secondary containment will be provided for the marina's waste oil drum. InstaHation of the
method chosen will raise the drum off the floor, and provide the necessary containment
capacity.

Product Information
The product to be purchased is the Oil Dri Corporation of America's two drum spill pallet.
� 90525!. The paHet raises the drums off the ground, has a draining spicket, and allows
for easy loading and transportation.
~ $241.00

0 I * IG I0,1 .  0 I 3 -0990

Evaluation
This equipment will+ evaluated at the end of the season by removing the drain plug and
measuring the volume of waste product collected.

Schedule
Secondary containment will be installed by May 1, 1996 and evaluation will take place at the end
of August beginning of September

Drop-Off Booth for Liquid Wastes

Description
Currently the marina has a superb storage and disposal facility for liquid ~astes. But due to
the need to keep it locked, tenants do not always have access and as a result often leave
their waste oils, filters, antifreeze etc. scattered around the marina where they then become
highly susceptible to accidental spillage. To resolve this problem a covered drop-off booth
will be provided.

Installation
This drop-off booth will be placed adjacent to the main storage and disposal facility and be
accompanied by proper signage.

Product Information
The booth will be constructed at the marina and have the capacity to hold six five gallon
buckets. It will also be impermeable, lined with replaceable absorbents, and have a petcock
valve in case there is a spill in it, and it needs to be drained.
~ $200.00
Dislob~ur: manufactured on-site,

Evaluation
A log wiII be placed in the main storage and disposal facility. Whenever the marina staff empties
the collection booth they will record the date and the amounts of material collected. At the end of
the season this log wiII be totaled to give the amount and type of materials which were properly
disposed of by tenants. Going further, last season's total for the whole marina can then be
subtracted from this season's total to potentially show an overall increase. If that increase is
similar in number to the amount of materials collected by the drop off booth, then we can
possibly draw the connection between the provision of the drop-off both and increased proper
disposal practices in tenants.

Schedule
The marina is currently constructing the booth. We hope to begin collecting data by May 1,
1996 and continue through September 1, 1996. At this point a case study will be
developed.
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Emergency Spill Response Equipment

Description
Although this kit could be used to respond to spills anywhere within the marina, its primary
target would be for spills occurring at the in-water fueling station. Of course the presence
of the kit would not in and of itself prevent spills, but it would mitigate potential impacts by
providing the capability to prevent the fuels from reaching the open environment.

Installation

As mentioned above the equipment will be permanently installed at the in water fueling
station. It will be kept in a Although having the equipment locked is not the optiinum
situation, it is necessary due to potential vandalism and/or thievery.

Product Information
The spill response equipinent to be purchased is the Oil Dri 95 Gallon Oil Only Spill Kit  ¹
90943!. The kit has the ability to absorb 164 gallons of fuel and contains ! 30' of boom, 60
smart pads, 10 disposal bags, and an Emergency Response Guidebook..
Cost: $496.00

Dig+i~ig: Universal Gold, Inc.  Local Oil Dri Representative! �01! 431-0990

Evaluation

This equipment wiH be evaluated by keeping track of the number of products actuaHy used.
A log book will be placed inside of the dock locker and the people with the keys will be
instructed to check out any materials which they use. Additionally, any products that are
used will be coHected by the marina and drained to determine the amount of oil which has
been prevented from entering the open environment. In the event that a large spill occurs
the response kit will then be evaluated as to its effectiveness at containing the spill.

Schedule
The spill response Kit is expected to be installed by May 30, 1996. Evaluation wiH be carried
through September at which time a case study wiH be developed.

Oil Spill Response Plan

Description
An Oil SpiH Response Plan clearly identifies the who, what, when, where, and how of
spill response for a particular marina. It is basically a proactive safety device which
outlines a set of procedures for correctly responding to such an emergency.

Installation
The oil spill response plan will work in concert with the emergency response kit discussed
above, and will be based on the format included in the Fnvi rorirnenral Guide for Marinas.

Product Information
The marina operator and CRC staff will work together to deveiop the necessary plan.
~: In-house
~on gt: In-house

Evaluation
The plan will be evaluated if the opportunity arises  and hopefully it will not!. If we do not
have a chance to evaluate the response to a real spill, then we will run a drill,



Schedule
The plan will be completed by the time that the spill response kit is installed, so that the
employees can be simultaneously briefed on response procedures.

Description
Interpretive and instructional signs placed at marinas are a key method of disseminating
information The signs provided as part of this effort will highlight BMPs used by the
marina to control nonpoint source pollution. It is hoped that these signs will increase the
use of BMPs and therefore reduce the nonpoint source pollutants at the marina.

Installation
All signs will be installed by the aprina. There will be a total of Five. One will cover liquid
waste disposal  to be placed at the collection facility!, thee will cover solid waste disposal
 to be placed in the vicinity of the dumpsters!, and the final one will cover the disposal of
vessel sewage  to be placed at the pumpout station!.

Product Information
All signs will be installed outside, constructed form an 8 gauge metal, lettered in vinyl, and
clear coated for added durability.
~: $70.00 each  total $350.00!,
Qj~~" Gannon Signs �01! 732-3627

Evaluation
Evaluating the effectiveness of signs will be diiticult due to the lack of baseline data and the
number of outside influences which could affect BMP use. Recognizing this, we plan to
do a season end survey of marina tenants asking thing such things as; did they recognize
the new signs at the facility, what do they say, did they provide you with new information,
and did they influence your behavior.

Schedule
The content of the signs will be finalized by March 30, 1996. They will then be physically
produced by Gannon Sign during the inonth of April and installation wiII be complete by May
31, 1996. Evaluation will occur during September through a mail out boater survey.

Continne Educational Efforts

1. Educational efforts for the upcoming boating season will be bolstered by a series of
nonpoint source pollution fact sheets for boaters. The series will be organized, produced,
and distributed around the primary topics of concern at difTerent times in the boating
season. The preliminary content and scheduling for these fact sheets ate as follows.

Once complete these one page documents will be distributed through various means; They
will be posted at areas where they are applicable; they will be mailed out in the rnarinas
monthly billings; and they wiH be kept in the literature distribution racks in the marinas
office.

1. April
2. May
3. June
4. July
5. August
6, Septern.

Signage at DisposaUPumpout Facilities

Sanding and Painting
Waste Disposal
Bilges and Fueling
Vessel Sewage
Vessel Cleaning and Fish Waste
Routine Engine MaintenanceRVinterization



Appendix C

Survey Technical Report

The following is the technical report compiled for the survey

undertaken to evaluate the educational best management pracrices

implemented at they've participating marinas
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Introduc tioti

The survey discussed within this report is part of a larger project titled, Nonpoint Source
Pollution Abatement For Recreational Boating Faci lities: Applying Innovative Best
Management Practices conducted by the University of Rhode Island's Coastal Resources
Center/RI Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service with funding provided by the Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management Narragansett Bay Estuary Program, the purpose
of the survey has been to evaluate the effectiveness of Best Management Practices for
controlling nonpoint source pollution in terms of their use and perception by the
participating marina's customers. This report first discusses the methodology used in
conducting the survey, then presents the findings reached, and concludes with the final data
output tables and the actual survey.

Methodology

Format Selected

The mail out survey format was selected in this instance due to the fact that the personal
interview method is generally more expensive and would have taken much longer to
administer  Moser and Kalton, 257!. Another deciding factor in this selection concerned
the issue of anonymity. According to Kalton and Moser respondents are more willing to
answer questions of an embarrassing or personal nature with a greater degree of accuracy
through the mail out type format than with personal communication strategies such as the
interview  Moser and Kalton, 258!. In addition, Babbie states that respondents are
sometimes reluctant to report controversial or deviant attitudes or behaviors in interviews
but ate more willing to accurately respond to an anonymous self-administered
questionnaire, Recognizing these concerns, the mail-out method was selected so that the
validity of responses could be bolstered while also saving time and resources.

Questionnaire Development

The following guidelines were used in developing the actual questionnaire: �! ask
questions that wou1d result in our evaluating boaters' attitudes towards and willingness to
use BMPs; �! present these questions in a consistent, orderly manner thus avoiding
respondent confusion; �! provide answers to these questions that were easy to understand
and relevant to the question topics so as to avoid respondents writing in their own vague
and ambiguous response; �!
confine the questionnaire to one double sided page; and, �! provide postage paid
envelopes thus encouraging respondents to return surveys.

With these guidehnes established the first task was to compile a list of all the possible,
relevant questions targeting boaters' attitudes and willingness to use BMPs. Once this list
was developed we were able to distinguish the most applicable questions, and eliminate
overlap. This selection process had three iterations.

After testing these questions among coworkers, they were formatted so as to avoid
confusion and improve response rate and accuracy of potential findings. The format
followed three:~:~I~ards, as stated by Fowler �01!: �! Will all respondents interpret the
question in the sara.: manner? �! Are respondents going to be able to answer the
question? �! Will the respondents be willing to answer the question? To avoid the
common error of asking too general a question when desiring a specific issue, a great deal
of effort was spent combining and dissecting questions to target the most specific issues
pertinent to the BMP evaluation process,



The following criteria were used in developing a question order that would enhance
respondent comprehension and ease of completion;  l! use of broad questions to specific
issues within a topic, a method Kahn and Cannell refer to as the funnel sequence of
questions  Kalton and Moser 346!; �! grouping questions relating to the same topic
together; establishing cognitive ties so as to foster a sense of flow and continuity
throughout the questionnaire  Dillman 124!; and, �! the placement af the demographic or
background section at the end of the questionnaire.

ln using the funnel sequence we were then able to start each section of the questionnaire
with a rather broad but crucial question. Examples of this can be seen with the style of
"yes" and "no" questions that initiate many of the sections. By asking general questions
such as "Were you aware of the signs?" or "Have you been reading the Fact Sheets we
were accomplishing two goals: The first is the acquisition of significant information which
will aid in the evaluation process and the second goal is to allow for a smooth transition to
the more specific issues surrounding the subject.

The various questions in the survey all fell within distinct topics  e.g. Signs. Fact Sheets
Workshops, etc.! so, by ordering the questions within these categories, respondents were
then able to follow a sequential process throughout the survey. Another advantage to
ordering the questions in this manner was that it allowed respondents to focus on one set of
questions at a time and to easily recognize the transitions between topics.

Pre-Test

Fowler recommends that "Every questionnaire should be pre-tested, no rnatter how skilled
the researcher"  Fowler, 103!. The process of pre-testing this questionnaire entailed
several steps. First among these was establishing some sort of framework by which we
could measure the questionnaire's overall effectiveness in terms of respondent' s opinions.
Examples of the questions used to evaluate how effective our survey was were as follows;
~ Are the questions in the survey resulting in the kind of information we are seeking?
~ Are respondents understanding and comprehending the grammatical structure of the

questions  e.g, wording, sentence structure!?

~ Are respondents satisfied with the answer sets or do they wish for additional
responses?

~ Are the questions being consistently interpreted?
~ Are all the questions being correctly answered?
~ Does the questionnaire consume too much of the respondents time?
Once the evaluation framework was established, a total of twenty surveys were taken to the
participating marinas for field testing. The questionnaires were then given to random
boaters who completed and returned the surveys to the testers who were at the facility on
that day. The feedback from the pre-test was then discussed among colleagues and
appropriate changes were implemented. The pre-test was valuable for reconcUtioning the
pilot survey in terms of question specifics and all other aspects thereby enhancing our final
product.

Co' .,='.t r

A final step in the production of the questionnaire was the development of a cove." letter and
set of instructions. The purpose being to: �! provide the proper guidance for completing
the survey; �! convince the respondent that the study is useful and that they are critical to
the success of the project; �! assure respondents complete anonymity; and, �! provide
respondents with the proper contact information if any uncertainty arises. The cover letter



was designed to be short, "snappy" and attractive with every sentence serving a distinct
purpose, it was believed that by providing this kind of format, the respondent wou!d be
more motivated to proceed with the questionnaire.

Sample Population

The five marinas, where the BMPs were being implemented constituted the sample
population of our study. Specifically, the sainple population included the customers of
Apponaug, Wharf and Ponaug rnarinas who received a monthly billing f'rom the marina
operator during the inonth of July. C-Lark Marina chose not to distribute the surveys given
to thein while Brewer's distributed their surveys but received no responses. Therefore, C-
Lark and Brewer's were not tallied as part of the final sample population.

Distribution and Response Rate

Analysis and Findings

As the surveys were returned, the data was recorded in two methods; the responses to the
questions of the survey were entered into a Filemaker Pro database and the respondent
comments were typed and stored on a word processor application for further analysis. A
cut off date was established and once reached, the collected data was then processed with
the complete results being displayed in the final output tables. An analysis was then
completed. The highlights of the analysis process are divided into seven parts:

Educational highlights including such BMPs as the posting of signs, distribution of
literature, conducting of workshops, and overall findings

2. Solid Waste highlights including such BMPs as vacuum sanders and recycling
3. Liquid Waste highlights
4, Vessel Sewage highlights
5. Background information
6. BMP Use

7, Highlights regarding boater's willingness to pay for a cleaner boating etivironment

Educational Highlights

~ 72% of the survey respond ..-,;.; were informed of new best management
practices BMPs! as a resii!' c i'reading the signs, and of that, 79% are now using the
newly learned BMPs,

Di Lite

320 questionnaires were originally distributed with an initial response rate of only 16%.
Reminders were then mailed to those who had received the survey asking them to please fill
in their responses and return the questionnaire in the postage paid envelope, At this point,
individuals were also informed that additional questionnaires and return envelopes were
available at the participating marinas. As a result of providing reminders and additional
survey materials, the final response rate reached 2 l,3%. Keeping in mind that there is no
agreed-upon standard for a minimum acceptable response rate  Fowler 48!, we feel
confident that our findings reflect the attitudes and opinions of those boaters included in the
sample population of our study. At this point, the focus of this report now shifts to the
analysis and results produced.



75% of those boaters who received the fact sheets reportedly read them and learned of
new BMPs

Of that 75%, 91% of the respondents are now using the newly learned BMPs.

Only 26% of the respondents were aware of the boater workshops, and of that, only
9% attended.

Of the 9% who attended, only 31% are now using the BMPs discussed. However, it is
important to note that the low percentage of boaters aware of the workshops could be
due to boaters leaving the facility and the fact that the workshops took place two
seasons ago.

When one rates the three educational efforts in terms of their eTfectiveness at getting
boaters to engage in environmentally sound practices, survey results show fact sheets
have proven most effective, followed by signage and workshops  see Figure 1!.
Therefore marina operators should focus their efforts on the posting of signs and the
distribution of literature to motivate boaters to use BMPs for controlling nonpoint
sources of pollution.

Of those who were involved with the educational efforts, people chose not to use them
because; the equipment wasn't available �8%!; the BMPs would have little impact
�9%!; they lacked the necessary information �4%! and reasons referred to as "other"
�0%!  see Figure 2!.

Of the 30% who responded "other", the following respondent comments were notable:
"Use other facilities", "Empty at home", and "Have not seen any signs."
These comments shed light on another aspect marina operators should explore,
accessibility. Are the signs in clear view and ate there enough of them around the
facility? Are all marina tenants receiving literature?

43% responded that more publicity was necessary to improve workshop participation;
24% favored weekdays as an appropriate time to conduct workshops; 13% responded
that holding the sessions on weekends would improve participation while 15%
responded oth~:-.

Of the 15% v c.". te.bonded "other", the following respondent comments were noted:
"Location of workshops is important-Mass resident", and "No time",
At first glance it seems that from the respondent comments as well as the high
percentage of respondents suggesting increased publicity, marina operators should
focus on publicizing techniques to increase boater participation, realizing that they may
still only achieve a relatively low attendance rate.



~ The statistics also suggest that weekends as opposed to weekdays are the preferable
time slot for the workshops to be held.

~ 47% respondents selected signs, 32% selected fact sheets, and 21% selected
workshops as their choice for best methods for informing boaters; cross comparing the
methods selected by respondent characteristics turned up no significant relationships
between the various factors  see Figure 3!.
58% respondents selected magazines/newspapers, 39% selected television, and 1.5%
on-line computer resources as the best other methods for informing boaters: Cross
comparing the methods selected by respondent characteristics also turned up no
significant relationships between the various factors  see Figure 4!.

Solid Waste Highlights

~ 49% of the respondents were aware that a vacuum sander was available for their use,
and of that, 50% didn't use it because they didn' t sand their hull this year.

~ Because almost none of the respondents were aware that a vacuum sander exists at their
marina we can assert that our publicity efforts in the form of word of mouth, the
mailing and posting of' flyers throughout the marinas was successful.

~ 44% of the respondents used the marina's recycling facilities while 29% put recyclables
in the marina's dumpsters and 27% of the respondents brought their recyclable items
home,

~ 50% responded "other" with the foQowing notable comments regarding why they chose
not to use the marina's recycling facility: "Easier to take home, Just found out and
Don' t know if marina has one,"

~ From the survey results it seems the underlying theme regarding reasons for marina
tenants choosing not to recycle is that it is both too time and space consuming as well as
too difficult when compared to the other conventional methods of discarding
recyclables with other trash or simply taking them home.
Of those recycling, 53% have switched to this practice within the last two seasons. For
a percentage breakdown on respondent .-.easons for not using this BMP,  see Figure 5!.
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Liquid Waste Highlights

26% of the respondents disposed of their liquid wastes such as oil, gas and antifreeze at
the marina's liquid waste disposal facility.
Of those not using the marina's facility, 35% bring their wastes home with them; 25%
have their maintenance done by others while 8% dispose of their liquid wastes in the
mariiia's dumpsters.

72% of the respondents now using proper disposal practices have switched to them
within the past two years.

For a percentage breakdown regarding reasons for respondents not using this BMP,
 see Figure 6!.

Although only 26% of the respondents are using the marina's liquid waste disposal
facility, one cannot assume that those who aren't using it are disposing of their wastes
in an improper manner. Evidence of this can be derived from the following boater
comments regarding where they dispose of their wastes: "City collection site",
"Dispose of it at gas station", and "Have access to disposal at work."
58% of the respondents feel that using the marina's liquid waste disposal facility is too
difficult when compared to other methods.

43% of the respondents are using pumpout stations to dispose of vessel sewage.
Of those not using this BMP, 26% take their wastes home; l6% do not produce sewage
aboard their vessels; 10% pump/dump their wastes overboard while 4% have no
holding tank or porta-potty.
59% of the respondents using pumpout stations have switched to this BMP within the
past two years.

For a percentage breakdown regarding reasons for respondents not using this BMP,
 see Figure 7!.

26% are unfamiliar with the use of the pump-out facilities. This figure suggests that
marina operators may wi."~ t provide more assistance/direction regarding the use of
pump-out facilities. Put.".:; t!i' ease of using this equipment to address the
respondent comments; "Easier to take home."

17% of the respondents have no holding tank/porta-potty aboard their vessels, marina
operators should encourage the installation of this equipment through the distribution of
literature explaining the how' s, where's and why's of obtaining holding tanks and
porta-potties.
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Background Highlights

Fin~in ~~

~ 94% of the respondents were male, with the overall percentage breakdown by age
being. 44% 50 years and older; 33% between 49 and 40 years; and the remanding 23%
being 39 years or younger  see Figure 8!.

~ 16% of the respondents were retired with the overall percentage breakdown by annual
household income being: 21% earning greater than $85,000; 40% earning between
$85,000 and 51,000; 32% eaning between $50,000 and $25,000 with the remaining
7% earning less than $25,000  see Figure 9!.

~ 60% of the respondents owned powerboats. The overall percentage breakdown by
vessel length in feet was: 13% equal to or greater than 36 feet in length; 37% being
between 26 and 35 feet in length; and the remaining 50 % being between 15 and 25 feet
in length  see Figure 10!.

~ 59% of the respondents have been boating for mote than 15 years; 27% have been
boating between 14 and six years, and the remaining 14.5% have just started boating
within the past 5 years  see Figure 11!.

~ 41% of the respondents make 20 or more trips per season; 25% make between 11 and
15 trips per season; 10% make between 6 and 10 trips per season; and the remaining
6% make 5 or less trips per season  see Figure 12!.
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BMP Use Highlights

~ 67% of the overall respondents used BMPs but no significant relationships between
BMP use and respondent gender, age, annual household income, occupation, vessel
type, vessel length, years boating and trips per season were identifiable.

Willingness To Pay Highlights

~ Overall, 31% of the respondents were not willing to pay for a cleaner boating
environment, but 40% were willing to pay between $1 and $50, 24% were willing to
pay between $51 and $100, and only 6% were willing to pay more than $100  see
Figure 13!.

~ When cross compared, respondent gender, occupation, vessel type, and trips per
season appeared to have no relationship with the respondents willingness to pay far a
cleaner environment. On the other hand, respondent age in years, average annual
household income, years boating and length of vessel did appear to have some relation
to the respondents willingness to pay for a cleaner environment and these are
summarized as follows:

Those who earn inore than $85,000 per ~ ear are the least willing to pay between $51
and $100, they are the most willing to pay between $1 and $50, the most likely to be
willing to pay upwards of $100, and least likely not willing to pay at all. Those who
earn less then $50,000 per year are the most likely not to be willing to pay at all, the



least likely to be willing to pay between $1 and $50, and one of the least likely willing
to pay upwards of $100  see Figure 14!.

F W

mostlikel tobe willin t a fora lean r in3. " ou rres n

~vg~i~n" - Although the youngest group is the least likely to be wilhng to spend
between $51 and $100 they are the most likely to spend betweer. '�' and $50 and
upwards of $100; while also being the least likely group not to b- willing to pay at all
 see Figure 16!.

environmenr" -Those who have been boating for more than 6 yeaxs are most likely not
to be willing to pay; and those who have been boating for between 5 and 3 years are
willing to pay between $1 and $50 but are not willing to pay between $51 and $100;
those who have been boating for less than 3 years are the least likely not to be willing to
pay and the most likely to be willing to pay between $1 and $100  see Figure 15!.



4. "W' r i r it inr v
~e " - Whereas the owners of the smallest vessels are the least likely to not be willing
to pay for a cleaner boating environment; they are also the second most willing to pay
between $1 and $50 and the most likely to be willing to pay between $51 and $100.
The medium size vessel owners then round out the pack by falling below the average
willing to spend less $100 and above the average willing to spend more then $200  see
Figure 17!.

Constraints/Weaknesses

As with any type of research, there are limitations and constraints to the findings
applicability and accuracy. Understanding the fact that it is merely impossible to discern
whether respondents are answering in the most "truthf~ '" mmner. we feel confident that
our usults accurately reflect those opinions and percept,'oi;s ", the boasters included in our
sample due to the fact that we guaranteed anonymity and used the mail out type format
which, according to Maser and Kalton generates a greater degree of accuracy. However,
the results of our survey are limited in that they are regionally based. We cannot assume
that our findings are indicative of those boaters outside of our sample study. Another



weakness we faced was motivating the marina operators to distribute the surveys. As
mentioned above, our sample study initially included five marinas with one of those
marinas not receiving any responses and another choosing not to distribute the surveys
leaving three marinas froin which to work with.

Output Tables and Questionnaire

This section concludes the report by first detailing the complete data set compiled through
conducting the survey  see the list of tables below for more information!; and by providing
an example of the actual questionnaire distributed.

List of Tables

1, Percent Respondents Informed of New Waste Disposal Practices
2. Percent Respondents Using New Waste Disposal Practices
3. Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using New Waste Disposal Practices

4. Percent Respondents Who Have Read Boater Fact Sheets
5. Percent Respondents Using the Pollution Prevention Practices Discussed
6. Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using the Practices Discussed

7. Percent Respondents That Were Aware of Workshops and Attended
8. Percent Respondents Using The Pollution Prevention Approaches Discussed
9. Percent Respondent Methods For Improving Participation of Workshops

10. Percent Respondent Methods For Best Informing Boaters
l.l. Percent Respondent Choices For Other Methods To Best Inform Boaters
12. Percent Respondents Amount Willing To Pay For A Cleaner Boating Environment

V

13. Percent Respondents Aware Machine ls Available For Their Use
14. Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using Machine

W

15. Percent Respondent Methods For Disposing of Liquid Wastes
16. Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To BMPs Within The Past Two Years
17. Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using Liquid Waste Disposal Facility

18. Percent Respondent Methods For Disposing Recyclable Items
19. Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To BMPs Within The Past Two Years
20. Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Recycling

Ve 1 wa
21. Percent Respondent Methods For Disposing of Vessel Sewage
22. Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To BMPs Within The Past Two Years
23. Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using Pump Out Facility

n
24. Percent Respondents By Gender
25. Percent Respondents By Age
26. Percent Respondents By Occnpaaon
27. Percent Respondents By Household Income
28. Percent Respondents By Type of Vessel
29. Percent Respondents By Length of Vessel
30. Percent Respondents By Boating Trips Per Year
31. Percent Respondents By Years Boating



32. Survey Response Rate

Surv m arison Sortin Informati n
33. Percent Respondents Using BMPs as a Result of Educational Efforts Sorted By

Background Information
34, Percent Respondents Methods for Best Informing Boaters Sorted by Background

Information

35, Percent Respondents Choices For Other Methods To Best Inform Boaters Sorted By
Background Information

36. Percent Respondents Amount Willing To Pay for a Cleaner Boating Environment
Sorted By Background Information

37, Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To BMPs Within The Past Two Years
Sorted By Background Information



Table ¹ I

Signs Question 1
Percent Respondents Informed of New Waste Disposal Practices

Marina

80.00 70.83 54.60 68.50

92.90 61.54 71.40 75.30

86.45 66.20 63.00 71.90Overall

Table ¹2

Signs Question 2
Percent Respondents Using New Waste Disposal Practices

rubbish liquid waste pump-out
dis sal dis sal faciii

Marina

95.00 84.20 64.70 8130

90.91 81.80 54.60 75.70

Overall 93.00 83.00 59.70 78.50

Table ¹3

Signs Question 3
Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using New Waste Disposal Practices

Marina

0.00 0.00 30.00 40.00 30.00

0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 20.00

Overall 3I}.00 0.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00

Ponaug
Wharf

Ponaug
Wharf

will have
little im

Ponaug 0.00
Wharf 60.00

rubbish
dis sal

too

ex nsive

liquid waste pump-out
dis sal facili

equipment need further
not available information



Table ¹4

Fact Sheets Question 1
Percent Respondents Who Have Read Boater Fact Sheets

Marina

52.20 50,00 54.60 66.70 55.90
75.00 73.90 82.60 79.20 77.70
90.90 90.90 100.00 83.30 9190
72.70 71.60 79.10 76.40 75.00Overall

Table ¹5

Fact Sheets Question 2
Percent Respondents Using the Pollution Prevention Practices Discussed

sanding and bilges, fuel vessel OveML
aintin 4 s ills sewa e

100.00 1G0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
95.00 84.20 94.70 66.70 8520
100.0G 81.80 92.30 81.80 89.00

95.70 82.80 91.4088.7098.30Overall

Table ¹6

Fact Sheets Question 3
Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using the Practices Discussed

will have too too time equipment need further other
little im act ex nsive consumin not available informationMarina

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 37.50 50.00
20.00 20.00 0.00 40,00 0.00 20.00

7.00 0.00 17.50 12.50 2330Overall 7.00

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug

Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug

Wharf

rubbish
dis osal

rubbish
dis sal

sanding and bilges, fuel
aintin 4 s ills

vessel
sewa e



Table ¹7

Workshops Question 1
Percent Respondents That Were Aware of Workshops and Attended

Marina attendedaware

Table ¹8

Workshops Question 2
Percent Respondents Using The Pollution Prevention Approaches Discussed

liquid waste vessel
dis sal cleanin

Marina fish waste Overall

Overall 4580 25.00 2L60 23.80 30.80

Table ¹9

Workshops QuestIon 3
Percent Respondent Methods For improving Participation of Workshops

more pubBcity other
content

Marina

0.00 54.80 19.40

G.GO 42.90 14.30

20.00 30.00 10.00
1230 23.70 14.60Overall 6.70 42.60

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

rubbish
dis osal

50,00

87.50

O.GO

hold on
weekends

16.10

21.40

0.00

5.10

5G.GO

23. 10

0.00

75.00

0.00

hold on
weekda s

9.70

21.40

40.00

0.00

28.00

0.00

85.70

0.00 ' 1290

71.40 79.90

23.00 0.00



Table ¹10

Miscellaneous Question 1
Percent Respondent Methods For Best informing Boaters

si s fact sheets worksho sMarina

45.70 42.90 11.40

52.20 17.40 30AO

42.90 35.70 21 40

Overall 46.90 32.00 21.10

Table ¹11

Miscellaneous Question 2
Percent Respondent Choices For Other Methods To Best Inform Boaters

on-line g other
news rs

radio

820 39AO 160 38.10 7.705.10

Table ¹12

Miscellaneous Question 3
Percent Respondents Amount Willing To Pay For A Cleaner Boating Environment

$1-$50 $51-$100 $101-$200 $201-$300 $301+Marina

60.00 17.10 8.60 0.00 0.00

41.70 12.50 0.00 0.00 8.30

16.70 41.70 0.00 0,00 0.00

39.40 23.80 2.90 0.00 2.80Overall 31.20

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

0.00

9.10

15.40

14.30

37.50

41.70

51,40

59.10

7.70

0.00

0.00

15.40

0.00 37.80 10.80

4.60 22.70 4.60

0.00 53.90 7.70



Table ¹13

Dustless Vacuum Sander Question 1
Percent Respondents Aware Machine Is Available For Their Use

Table ¹14

Dustless Vacuum Sander Question 2
Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using Machine ~

will have didn't sand marina does not enough machine is
little im act hull this ear tnaintenance machines inefficient

0.00 40.00 40.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
20.00 60.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00
10.00 50.00 20.00 5.00 0.00 15.00Overall

Ponaug
Wharf

Ponaug
Wharf

33.30

63.60



Table ¹15

Liquid Waste Disposai Question 1
Percent Respondent Methods For Disposing of Liquid Wastes

take wastes dump wastes
home in water

Marina
other

15.00 40.00 0.00 27,50 5.00
0.00 30.80 0.00 23.10 46.20

35.40 0.00 2590 25.607.50Overall

Table ¹16

Liquid Waste Disposal Question 2
Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To Liquid Waste Disposal BMPs

Within The Past Two Years

Table ¹17

Liquid Waste Disposal Question 3
Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using Liquid Waste Disposal Facihty

too costly always full
consurnin

Marina other

0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 65,00 25,00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 50.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 57.50 37.50Overall

Apponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Wharf

put in
marina's

dum ster

Apponaug
Wharf

88.60

54.60

maintenance use marina's
done by disposal
others facili

wi11 have easier
little im act elsewhere

12.50

0.00



Table ¹18

Recyding Question i
Percent Apponaug Respondent Methods For Disposing Recyclable Items

Table ¹19

Recyding Question 2
Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To Recycling BMPs Within The Past Two Years

Table ¹20

Recyding Question 3
Percent Apponang Respondent Reasons For Not RecycUng



Table ¹21

Vessel Sewage Question 1
Percent Respondent Methods For Disposing of Vessel Sewage

overboard vessel
wastes home

Marina other

10.00 27.50 20.00 2.SO 40.00 G.GG
13.00 26.10 13.GO 8.70 34.80 4.40

7.70 23. 10 15.40 0.00 53.90 0.00
Overall 1.0.20 25.60 16.10 3.70 42.90 150

Table ¹22

Vessel Sewage Question 2
Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To Vessel Sewage BMPs

Within The Past Two Years

Table ¹ 23

Vessel Sewage Question 3
Percent Respondent Reasons For Not Using Pump Out Facility

Marina othertoo costly

0.00 16.70 16.70 8.30 16.70 41.70

0.00 G.GG 14.30 42.90 28.60 14.3G

33.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.30 33.30
Overall 11.10 5.60 1630 17.10 26.20 29.80

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

will have
little impact

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

too ttme

cons ulning

76.00

40.00

no holding
tank/porta-

tt

no holding
tank/porta-

use marine
pump-out

station

unfamiliar
with use of

machine
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Table ¹24

Background Question 1
Percent Respondents By Gender

Marina male fernale

93.60 6.40Overall

Table ¹25

Background Question 2
Percent Respondents By Age

Marina 30-3918-2917 8r, under

30.00 52.50

38.50 ' 34.60

30.80 46.20

3.40Overall 33.10 44.40

Table ¹26

Background Question 3
Percent Respondents By Occupation

5.70Overall 33.10 1120 15.70

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

0.00

0.00

32.00

30.80

100.00

96.20

2.50

7.70

0.00

17.50

28.00

53.90

0.00

3.90

15.40

15.00

23.10

23.10

5,00

12.00

0.00

10.00

16.00

7.70

27.50

12.00

7.70



Tab1e ¹27

Background Question 4
Percent Respondents By Household Income

under $25K $25K-$50K $51K-$65K $66K-$85K $86K-$105K $106K+

2.90 28.60 20.00 22.90 11.40 14.30

10.00 45.00 20.00 10.00 15.00 0.00

7.70 23.10 15.40 30.80 7.70 15,40

6.90 3200 18.50 21.20 11.40 9.90Overall

Table ¹28

Background Question 5
Percent Respondents By Type of Vessel

Marina sail wer motorsailer

40.00 2.50

100.00 0.00

38.50 0.00

5990 0.8339.70

Table ¹29

Background Question 6
Percent Respondents By Length of Vessel

Marina under 15 feet 15-25 26-35 36-45 over 45 feet

0.00 61.50

0.00 57.70

0.00 30.80

Overall 0.00 50.00 12.80 0.003720

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wtuuf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

57.50

0.00

61.50

38.50

34.60

38.50

0.00 0.00

7.70 0.00

30.80 0.00



Table ¹30

Background Question 7
Percent Respondents By Boating Trips Per Year

Marina 16-20 over 20 tri6-10 11-150-5

Overall 24.60 17.70 41396.10

Table ¹31

Background Question 8
Percent Respondents By Years Boating

3-5 6-9 10-15 15+

17.50, 60.00

19.20 61.50

15,40 53.90

Overall 6.80 7.79 9.70 17.40 58.50

Table ¹32

Survey Response Rate By Marina
Survey Response Rate

Marina

41.00 20.50

26.00 27,10

14.00 16.50

381.00 81.00 2130

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

Apponaug
Ponaug
Wharf

10.50

0.00

7.70

5.00

0.00

15.40

Apponaug
Ponaug

7.90

15.40

7.70

0.00

15.40

7.70

200.00

96.00

85.00

23,70

11.50

38.50

17.50

3.90

7.70

26.30

11.50

15.40

31.60

61.50

30.80



Table «33

Sorting Question 1
Percent Respondents Using BMPs as a Resuit of Educational Efforts

Sorted by Background Information

sandin & bil es &rubbish vessel fivessel Overalli waste

Occu tlon

Vessel T
622$
8396
0.00

0.00
83.33

O.GO

0,00
85,71

0.00

100.00
93.10

0.00

91.30

65.96

0.00

90.0G

93.44

0.00

sail

power
motorsailer

87.50

86 20

0.00

71.43

80.00

0.00

17 k under

18-29

30-39
40-49

50+

professional
technical shll
sales
adtnimstrative
retired

under $25K

$25K-$50K
$5 1K-$65K

$66K-$85 K
$86K-$105 K
$106K+

under 15 feet
15-25

26-35

3&45

over 45 feet

0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20

over 20 tri

0-2

3-5

6-9

10-15

15+

100.00

80.00

92.86
97.37

100.00
85 19

66.67
92.86

100.00

86.21

90.91
100.00

IGO.OO

66,67

O.GO

90.00

94.29

100.00
0.00

100.00
81.82
94.12
89.47

97.44

100.GO

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.GG

0.00

100.00

57.14
84.62

82,35

91.67
71.43

0.00
75.00

66.67

71.43

75.00
100.00

75.00

50.00

0.00

83.33

75.00
75.00

0.00

0.00
60.00
75.00

90,00

100.00

100.00

100.00

33.33

91.67

0.00

66.67
53.33

62.96

86.21

80.95
56.00
100.00
57.14
100.00

100.00

59.09
87.50

80.00

100.00

0.00

82.35

60.00
100.00

G.OG

100.00
86.36
78.57
58.33
43.55

75.00

71,43

83.33

46.67

85,00

0.00
100.00
77.77

80.00

100,00

100.00
71.42
100.00
75.00
100.00

100.00

75.00

75,00

100.00

100.00

0,00

88.25

81,25
100.00

0,00

100,00
83.33
88.88

93.75

100.0G

80.00

100.00

71.42

89.47

0.00

100.00
88.88

93,33

100.00

100.00
93,33
100.00
8G,OO
IGG.GO

100.00

92.85

83.33

100.0G
100.00

100.00

0.00

89.47

100.00
100.00

0.00

100.00
85.71
100.0G
100.00
94.44

100.00

80,00

100.00

87.50

IGG.GO

0.00

0.00
0.00

100.00

80.00

100.00
50.00
IGG.GO
0.00

100.00

0,00
75.00

100.00
000 '

100.00

0.00

0.00

75,GG

100.00

0.00

0.00
100.00
50.00
O.OG

100,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

100.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

100.00

75,00

100.00
50.00
100.00
0.00
0.00

O.OG

75.00

100.00

G.GG

100.00

0.00

0.00

75,00

0.00
0.00

0.00
100.00
0.00
O.OO

100.00

O.OG

0.00

O.GO

0.00

100.00

0.00

66.67
51.02
87.68

88.70

96.09
6820
100AS
39JU
81.12

66Ai7
7697
8739
65.71

9337
5982

0.00
&334
77.69

82.14
0.00

57.14
&592
6951
SX54
88.45

67136

61.63

69.05

48.42

95.16



Table 34

Sorting Question 2
Percent Respondents Methods for Best Informing Boaters:

Sorted By Background Information

SiGender WorksboFact Sheets

48.48

33.33
34.85

0.00

16.67

66,67

male

female

A e

17 8r, under

18-29

30-39

40-49

5G+

Occtt ation

professional
technical skill

sales

administrative

retixed

Inc onl,

under $25K

$25K-$50K

$51 K-$65K

$66K-$85 K

$86 K-$105K

$106K+

Vessel T

42,31

50.00

0.00

53.85

23.81

0.00

3.85

26.19

100.00

power

motorsaller

under 15 feet

15-25

26-35

36-45

over 45 feet

0-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

over 20tri s

0-2

3-5

6-9

10-15

15+

0.00

66.67

53.85

50.00

38,71

39.13

57.14

80.00

66.67

9.09

33,33

42.86

57.14

50.00

57.14

85.71

0.00

52.63

36.00

66.67

0.00

60.00

42,86

47.06

41.67

51.85

75.GO

40.00

66,67

50.00

40.00

G.OG

33.33

15.38

37.50

41.94

34,78

28.57

20.00

11.11

72.73

66.67

28.57

14.29

30.00

28.57

14.29

O.GG

31.58

40.0G

16.67

0.00

40.00

42.86

47.06

50.00

14.81

0.00

33.33

33.33

37.50

0.00

0.00

30.77

12.50

19.35

26 09

14.29

0.00

22.22

18.18

0,00

28.57

28.57

20.00

14.29

0.00

0.00

15.79

24.00

16.67

0.00

0.00

14.29

5.88

8.33

33.33

25.0G

20.00

0.00

16.67

22.50



Table 35

Sorting Question 3
Percent Respondents Choices For Other Methods To Best Inform Boaters:

Sorted By Background Information

Radio On-LineFilmGender Other
3.03

0.00

4.55

33.33

46.97

33.33
36.36

33,33

7.58

O.GO

1.52

G.GO

male

female

A e

Occu tlon

Income

Vessel T

42.31

30,23

100.00

11.54

6.98

G.OG

sail

power

motorsailer

0.00

9.30

0.00

38.46

51.16

0.00

7.69

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.63

0.00
Vessel

¹ Trl ear

17 & under

18-29

30-39

40-49

50+

professional
technical skill

sales

administrative

retired

under $25K

$25K $50K

$51K-$65K

$66K-$85K

$86K-$105 K

$106K+

under 15 feet

15-25

26-35

36-45

over 45 feet

0-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

over 20 tri

0-2

3-5

6-9

10-15

15+

G.OG

0.00

7.69

9.09

2.94

4.17

15.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,79

000

8.33

G.OG

0.00

0.00

5.26

3.85

20.00

0.00

12.50

0,00

0,00

7.69

33.33

20.00

O.OO

7.14

4.76

0.00

0.00

61.54

40,91

44,12

50.00

36.84

40,00

62.5G

42.86

0.00

47.37

45.45

41.67

42.86

42.86

0.00

52,63

42.31

20.00

0.00

40,00

37.50

50.00

64,29

38.46

3.33

20.00

42.86

47.62

G.GO

0.00

O.GO

0.00

5,88

8.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

O.OG

0.00

8.33

0.00

14.29

0,00

0.00

3.85

20.00

0.00

0.00

12.50

6,25

7.14

0,00

G.GG

G.OG

0.00

7.14

2.38

0.00

50.00

0.00

0.00

O.GO

0.00

0.00

20.00

0.00

0,00

25.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.63

0.00

G.GG

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

3.85

0.00

0,00

0.00

7,14

G.GG

G.OG

0,00

15.38

40.91

41.18

33.33

31.58

40.00

37.5G

42,86

75.00

21.05

45.45

33.33

57.14

28,57

0.00

26.32

46.15

0.00

40,00

37.50

31.25

28.57

38.46

33.33

2O.GO

55.56

28.57

38.10

O.OG

50.00

1.5.38

9.09

5.88

4.17

15.79

0.00

0.00

14.29

0.00

15.79

9.09

8.33

0.00

14.29

0.00

13.16

3.85

0.00

G.OO

G.OO

G.GO

12.50

O.GG

11.54

G.OO

0.00

7.14

7.14
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Table 36

Sorting Qttestioa 4
Percent Respondents Amount Willing To Pay for a Cleaner Boating Environment:

Sorted By Background Information

male

female
27.27

0.00
45.45

50.00

19.70

50.00
4,55

0,00

0,00

0.00
3.03

0.00

17 Br. under
18-29

30-39

40-49

50+

Occn ation

professional
technical skill

sales

admirnstrative

retired

under $25K
$25 K-$50K
$5 1K-$6SK

$66K-$85K

$86K-$105K

$106 K+
Vessel T
sail

power

motorsailer

29.17

0.00

O.OG
4.55

G.OG

37.50
50.00

100.00

25.00

18.18

G.GO

8.33

2.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

O.GO

under 15 feet
15-25

26-35

36-45

over 45 feet

¹ Trl ear
0-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

over 20 tri

0-2

3-5

6-9

10-15

15+

0,00

0,00
14.29

33.33

28.18

13.64

35.00

25.00

11.11

38.46

7.69

18.18
0.00

0,00

0.00

20.51

33.33

0.00

14.29
31.25

18.18

25.00

0.00

0.00

33,33

33,33

27,50

0.00

66.67

57,14

33.33

50.00

40.91

40.00

75.00

66.67

46.15

25.00
35.00

69.23

45.45
60.00

83.33

G.GG

53.85
29.17

0.00

60.00

57.14

43.75

54.55

39.29

3.33

50.00

47.50

0.00

0.00

21,43

28.57

15.63

22.73

25.00

0.00
22.22

15.38

50.00

15.00

23.08

36.36
G.GG

16 67

0.00

23,08

20.83

0.00

0,00

0,00
14.29

18.75

27.27

25.00

33.33

60.00

11.11

8.33

20.00

0.00
33.33

0.00
4.76

3.13

13.64

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

5.00

0.00

0.00
20.GG

0.00

0.00

0.00

12.50
0.00

0,00

G.GO

14,29

6.25

0.00

3.57

33.33

0.00

I l. I 1

8.33

0.00

0.00
0.00

G.GG

0.00

O.GO

0.00

0.00

G.GO
G.GO

G.GO

0.00

0.00

G.GG

0.00
0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00
0.00

G.GO

0.00

G,GG

O.GO

G.GG

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

G.GG

0.00

0.00
G.GG
7.14

0.00

3.13

9,09

0,00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

5.00

0.00

0.00
20.00

0.00

0.00

2.56
4.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7.14

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

5.00



Table 37

Sorting Question 5
Percent Respondents Who Have Switched To BMPs Within The Past Two Years:

Sorted By Background Information

Gender vessel sewa e Overallli uid waste clin

male

female

87.50

G.GG

78.07

3333

95.00

0.00

51.72

100.00

Vessel T

80.00

75.00

0.00

100.0G

88.90

0.00

7190

7785

0.00

35.71

68.75

0.00

power

motorsailer

Vessel

¹ Tri ear

Overall 51.41 72.03 42.74 55.40

17 4 under

18-29

30-39

40-49

50+

professional
technical skill

sales

administrative

retued

under $25K

$25 K-$50K

$51 K-$65K

$66K-$85K

$86K-$105K

$106K+

under 15 feet

15-25

26-35

36-45

over 45 feet

0-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

aver 20 tri s

0-2

3-5

6-9

10-15

15+

0,00

100,00

100.00

75.00

66.67

100,00

66.67

0,00

0.00

100.00

100.00

75.00

50.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

66.67

100.00

50.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

75.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0,00

100.00

0.00

83.33

0.00

100.00

100 00

100.00

91.67

85.71

100.00

100,00

100.00

100.00

0.00

100.00

66.67

100.00

100,00

100,00

0,00

100.00

88.89

0.00

0.00

66.67

100.0G

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

100.00

9.67

0.00

50.00

75.00

50,00

54.55

20.00

80.00

66.67

0.00

8G.GG

100 00

77.78

50.00

42.86

40.00

0.00

0.00

72.73

43.75

33.33

0.00

0.00

66.67

50.00

0.00

61.54

0.00

0.00

40.00

71.43

56.25

0.00

8393

91.67

75.00

7096

6857

8222

5556

3333

9333

66.67

8426

5556

8095

46.67

3333

0.00

79M

7755

27.78

0.00

2X22

5556

75.00

3333

87.18

66.67

0.00

80.00

57.14

49.75
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Boater Questionnaire
 originally printed on one double side sheet of legal paper!

Please. cixde or check the-most appropriate response to each of the folIovring questions eA
both shies of- this sheet. %%me applicable, please 5' Geo te 5E in: a tos~. a4 @per. mew
Phase- rettlrn yes. cmsph4e4'-: qeestIoeeaire m- the:-st akkeised,, yostaI~: ~
envelope which has been pravrderL'

L Did the environmental signs posted at the marina inform you of new waste disposal
practices?

Yes No

a! rubbish disposal i.e. trash, garbage etc,!:
b! liquid waste disposal i.e. gas, oil, antifreeze!:
c! pump-out facility:

2. If you lear ned new waste disposal practices from the signs, are you now using them?
Yes No

a! rubbish disposal i.e. trash, garbage, etc.!;
b! liquid waste disposal i.e. gas, oil, antifreeze!:
c! pump-out facility:

3. If you haven't used these new practices, please teil us why not?
a! wiH have little impact d! equipment not available
b! too expensive e! need further information
c! too time consuming fj other

1. Have you been reading the Boater Fact Sheets included with our monthly mailings?
Yes No

a! rubbish disposal:
b! sanding and painting:
c! bilges, fueling and spill response:
d! vessel sewage:

2. If you did read the Fact Sheels, are you now using the pollution prevention practices
discussed?

Yes No
a! rubbish disposal:
b! sanding and painting:
c! bilges, fueling and spill response:
d! vessel sewage:

3. If you haven't used these pollution prevention practices, please teH us why not.
a! will have little impact d! equipment not available
b! too expensive e! need further information
c! too time consuming f! other

1. Last season, we held environmental workshops for our customers.
Yes No

a! Were you aware of these workshops?
b! Did you attend these workshops?
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If you attended, are you now using the pollution prevention approaches discussed?
Yes No

2.

a! rubbish disposal;
b! liquid waste disposal:
c! vessel cleaning;
d! fish waste:

3. If you did not attend the boater workshops, what would have encouraged your
participation?

a! have workshops held on weekends d! more publicity
b! have workshops held on weekdays e! other
c! different workshop content

:" '- '::.:"" SIR"' i'~aslfidl'Ilw'~:-:-a" 'i-

I. Which method is best for informing people of environmentally friendly boating practices?
a! signs b! factsheets c! environmental workshops

2. What other methods should be used to best inform boaters?

a! film b! TV c! radio d! on-line e! boating magazines/newspapers f! other

3. How much would you be witling to pay, per season, for a cleaner boating environment?
a! $0 b! $1-$50 c! $51-$100 d! $101-$200 e! $201-$300 f! $301+

How do you dispose of liquid wastes such as
a! put them in the marina's dumpster
b! take wastes home
c! dump wastes in water

oil, gas and antifreeze?
d! engine maintenance done by others
e! use marcia's liquids disposal facility
f! other

2. Were you using this same practice two seasons ago? yes no

3. If your marina does collect liquid wastes hut you dispose of your materials elsewhere,
please tell us why.

a! too costly
b! always full
c! too time consuming

d! will have little impact
e! easier to discard wastes elsewhere
fj other

How do you dispose of recyclable items such as aluminum cans, plastic and glass?
a! put them in the marina's dumpster d! use m trina's recycling facility
b! take them home e! easier to discard recyclables elsewhere
c! throw them in the water f! other

Were you using this same practice two seasons ago? yes2. no

If there is a recycling facility at your marina but you do not use it, please tell as3.

' .!m-.
,!C

l. Is there a dustless vacuum sander availabie for your use at the marina?
a! yes b! no c! not sure

2. If the equipment is available but you haven't used it, please tell us why.
a! will have little impact d! not enough machines available
b! did not sand hull this year e! machine is inefficient
c! marina does boat maintenance f! other
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d! will have little impact
e! other

2. Were you using this same practice two seasons ago? yes no

3. If there is a pumpout station in your area but you don't use if, please tell us why.
a! wiH have little impact d! do not have a holding tank/porta-potty
b! too time consuming e! unfamiliar with operation of machine
c! too costly f! other

A~kive @re:req~~yWPdke&gkglbn~W p~i@ge ~'~'ask
whiek ceektece~m@hrqjeeeeeiin ~~ 1'ere mesa.is~~M=und ' - ',
answers are epnP@e@@.:.- -.::. = =:-.:: -.-......, ., ';:.,-.':: - .:::,: -: � ',::QI!,'"',~.--, .

1. Sex: a! male b! female

2. Age: a! 178',underb! 18-29 c! 30-39 d! 40-49 e! 50+

3. Gccupation:a! professional b! technical skill c! sales d! administrative e! retired

4. What is your total household income?
a! under $25K b! $25K-$50K c! $51K-$65K d! $66K-$85K e! $86K-$105K
f! $106K+

c! motorsailer

6. Length of Vessel: a! under 15 feet b! 15-25 c! 26-35 d! 36-45 e! over 45 feet

7. Approximately how many boating trips do you make each year?
a! 0-5 b! 6-10 c! 11-15 d! 16-20 e! over20trips

8. How many years have you been boating? a! 0-2 b! 3-5 c! 6-9 d! 10-15 e! 15+

why.
a! sorting consume too much space on-board
b! too time consuming
c! too costly

1. How do you dispose of your vessel sewage?
a! dump/pump wastes overboard
b! take sewage wastes home
c! do not produce sewage aboard vessel

S. Type of Vessel: a! sail b! power

d! do not have a holding tank/porta-potty
e! use marine pump-out station
f! other
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Appendix D

Vacuum Sander Materials

The following materials contain the instructions given to marina
operators and boaters upon their use of the vacuum sander, a sample
log book sheet and a flyer used to publicize its availability.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR VACUUM SANDER USE

PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN ORDER

TO SAFELY USE THE FEIN DUSTLESS SANDER

The equipment you are about to use has been provided to this marina as part of a nonpoint source pollution
prevention for marinas within Greenwich Bay. The project is being conducted by the University of Rhode
Island Coastal Resources Center/RI Sea Grant, M,A.S. with funding provided by the Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management, Narragansett Bay Project, through a grant issued by the
USEPA under the Clean Water Act

If you have any questions, now is the time to ask so as not to waste any time during your sanding
operauon. Following the instructions will provide you with the irrforrnation you need to sand your hull
efficiently for a fresh coat of bottom paint.

You will need to purchase and attach the proper sanding disc.  80 grit in rrrast cases! by placing the disc on
the pad so that the vacuum holes are all aligned. Plug into a socket. To activate the sander and vacuum,
slide the switch on the sander forward, both will start. Slide the switch back to shut off the sander, the
vacuum will shut down a moment later.

The following list of Do's and Don'ts Must be adhered to! NO EXCEPTIONS!
You are liable for any repair or replacerrM:nt required on this expensive tool'!
You are also responsible for your own safely.

DO

~ Use common sense.

~ Quit when you get tired.
~ Keep a proper footing at all times.
~ Make sure scaffolding, ladders, etc. are secure,
~ Keep sander flat against the surface being sanded.
~ Keep sander away from sharp curves, such as where keel meets the keel boss.

DON' T

~ Drop sander.
Drag vacuum across the graveL

~ Open canister, see marina management if you feel that the bag needs to be replaced.
~ Remove liquids with the vacuum it is not your standard shop vac.
~ Allow children to use sander.

~ Overextend yourself.
~ Allow sander to get wet! If it starts to rain- stop and unplug,
~ Touch sanding pad or disc while sander is on.
~ Use sander as an edge grinder.

Hesitate to caII a yard employee if tool begins to heat up, blow dust etc.
~ Leave tool unattended

A few other tips to remember regarding personal health and safety. Although this is a Dustless Sander,
respiratory protection is suggested- cover mouth and nose with a respirator or at least a dust mask. Eye
protection is also recommended. Like most tools, this one makes considerable amount of noise; ear plugs
or muffs can be the best bet to protect your hearing. You could wear gloves to reduce discomfort flom
vibration and keep hands clean but under no circumstances should you eat or smoke until you' ve washed
your hands after sanding. Avoid wearing loose clothing and tie back long hair,
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VACUUM SANDER USE AGREEMENT

This vacuum sander is rented on the following conditions:

l. Unit may be reserved but rental is subject to availability.
2. Unit will be in working order at time of rental and accompanied by instructions
3, Rental charge will be used to purchase the necessary filters and for repairs.
4. Sanding discs wiH need to be purchased separately.
S, Unit must be used as indicated on instruction sheet.
6. Unit must be returned at agreed time.
7, additional time available subject to availability.
8. Users will be held responsible for any damages to the unit.
9. Unit may not be left unattended or operated by person under the age of 18.

10. Unit may not be used outside of the marina premises.

Name:

Address:

Boat Name:

Date Rented:

Time Checked Out:

Checked Out by:

Time Checked In:

Checked In By:

Task Performed  bottom sanding, finish work, etc.!:

Boat Length:

Signature:
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Appendix E

Recycling Publicity Flyer

The following publicity flyer for the recycli ng of glass, tin, and

plastics was supplied by the cornrnercial service provider who hauls

the facilities waste.
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Appendix F

Spill Response Plans

The following are the emmet emergency spill response plans

developed for Brewers Yacht Yard at Cowesett and Ponaug Marina
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Brewer's Yacht Yard at Cowesett
Oil Spill Response Plan

EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTION:

Reactiori

~ Identify the source of the spill if possible.
~ Attempt to secure the source of the spill,
~ Make a preliminary assessment as to what the spill marerial is and

approximately how much has entered the waterway. This information will
dictate what equipment needs to be deployed

~ Advise facility manger or spill response manager if necessary

Reyortlrig

~ All spills that result in a sheen on the water require that the Coast Guard and
RI DEM be contacted and provided with pertinent information. See phone list.

Respoase

Allow natural weathering to reduce and eliminate spill.
No smokmg during any spill.
Do not contain or collect gasoline because confined gasoline may create
a risk of explosion and fire.

 more then five gaUons!:

Implement the previous steps.
Secure all electricity.
Make sure everyone is away from the affected area.
Do not allow anyone to enter the affected area.
Use water hoses to wash spill away to protect docks and boats.
Contact the fire department and harbormaster

hNUhUslS  d d 8 M id' G.Ch* I. dk

Contain oil spill using boom to prevent spreading. When possible,
completely surround source.
If oil was spilled in an upland area, use sorbant boom and pads to
contain material and prevent it from entering water body.
If more oil than can be contained by the boom has been spilled, contact:
1. Warwick Fire Department. 2. Brewer's Wickford Cove, 3. Brewer' s
Cove Haven.

Once spill is contained, use sorbant material to collect oil. Absorbent
pads can be placed within boomed area, retrieved, wrung out, and
placed back in boomed area.
If spreading is occurring too rapidly or other conditions prevent the
containment of the oil, employ the boom to deflect the oil from critical or
sensitive areas.



PERSONNEL

Spill Manager:

~ Chris Ruhling  Facility Manager!

Othet' Qualified Staff:

~ Rob Straight  Hazwoper Certified!

Marina spokesperson:

~ Chris Ruhling/Jack Brewer

Contact for Professional Assistance:

~ Clean Harbors  requested by spill response manager only!

THREATS

Maximum threat

~ Under a worst-case scenario, the largest on-board fuel tank is aboard a 50-
foot power boat which carries approximately 400 gallons of diesel fuel and 40
gallons of crankcase oil. This poses a maximum threat if this vessel were to
sink within the marina perimeter.

MinimUm threat

~ On site there is a petroleum collection and storage facility. Located 50 yards
from the coastal edge, the facility is fully enclosed, lockable, and constructed
so as to retain 110 percent of the receptacle's contents.

SPILL RESPONSE EQUIPMENT

Available on-site resources

� x length of vessel with largest fuel tank!

Operational characteristics: serves to deflect and contain oil in the water.
Curtain boom is susceptible to wind, waves, and current. These factors
can cause oil to escape over the top and under the bottom of the boom.

Deployment: Can be attached to a fixed structure or to aii anchor. Place
downstream of oil spill. lf surface current is moving greater then . i
knots, the boom will not contain oil acting at a right angle to it. Boom
angle will need to be adjusted to decreasing angles as the speed of the
current increases.



Disposal: Boom, if maintained properly, can be used multiple times. The
average life span for the boom is approximately five to ten years,
depending on the use it receives.

Maintenance; Rinse with fresh water thoroughly. Be sure to collect with
sorbants any remaining oil on the boom. Stoic out of sunlight in a
manner that allows quick deployment.

�7.5 cu ft; 841bs.!8 f

Operational characteristics: Boom has tittle inherent strength and may need
extra fioatation to keep from sinking when laden with oil. Use sorbants
only in low current velocity situations.

Deployment: Place boom around spilled oil, Recovery efficiency decreases
rapidly once outer layer is oil soaked.

Disposal: May be wrung out and re-used. At the end of the sorbant's useful
life, wring out and store in a sealed container. The container will be
disposed of by contracted waste hauler.

Maintenance; When possible, wring out and dry after use. Otherwise,
material will be disposed of properly.

4 indivi orbant a �/8 in. x 18 in, x 18 in.!

Operational characteristics: Use sorbants only in low current velocity
situations.

Deployment: PIace sorbants on spilled oil. Recovery efficiency decreases
rapidly once outer 1ayer is oil soaked.

Disposal: May be wrung out and reuse. At the end of the sorbant's useful
life, wring out and stow in a sealed container. The container will be
disposed of by contracted waste hauler.

Maintenance: When possible, wring out and dry after use. Otherwise,
material will be disposed of properly.

Location/Additional Equiylnent

~ The spill response equipment is stored in the spill response locker 1ocated
adjacent to the maintenance shed. The combination for opening the locker is
302.

~ ln the event that additional spill response equipment is needed contact the
following  see Emergency Phone List for numbers!: 1. Warwick Fire
Department, 2. Brewer's Wickford Cove, 3. Brewer's Cove Haven, or 4.
Clean Harbors.

~ Coast Guard oil spill response trailer is also available as a first-aid measure.

NOTES

~ Do not use dispersants on oil/fuel spills. Dispersants include products
manufactured specifically for that purpose and more common products such as
detergent. This simply forces the oil into the water column where it may be more
harinful. Dispersants may only be used with the approval of the Coast Guard
federal on-scene coordinator.
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RECORDS

Emergency Phone List

~ United States Coast Guard, MSO: 435-2300
1-800-424-8802

~ RI Department of Environmental Managergent: 277-3070

~ Local Harbormaster Department; 737-2000 ext. 6521

~ Local Police Department; 737-2244

~ Local Fire Department: 737-8896

~ Brewer's Wickford Cove, 294-1540

246-1600~ Brewer's Cove Haven

~ Clean Harbors 461-1300

Drills

Inspections

~ This response plan will be tested once a year, with at least one test occurring at
the beginning of the boating season, All of the spill response equipment will be
inspected at the time of the tests.

~ This plan was last updated on August 7, 1996 by Chris Ruhling
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Oil Spill Response Plan
Ponaug Marina

EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTION:

Reaction

~ Identify the source of the spill if possible,

~ Attempt to secure the source of the spill.

~ If spill is observed at fueling dock, immediately cease all fueling activities.
~ Make a preliminary assessment as to what the spill material is and

approximately how much has entered the waterway, This information will
dictate what equipment needs to be deployed

~ Advise facility manger or spill response manager if necessary

Reporting

~ All spills that result in a sheen on the water requite that the Coast Guard and
RI DEM be contacted and provided with pertinent information  see emergency
phone list!.

Response

~ Allow natural weathering to reduce and eliminate spill.
~ No smoking during any spill,
~ Do not contain or collect gasoline because confined gasoline may create

a risk of explosion and fire.
d d d

~ Implement the previous steps.
~ Secure all electricity.

~ Make sure everyone is away from the affected area.

~ Do not allow anyone to enter the affected area.

~ Use water hoses to wash spill away to protect docks and boats.
~ Contact the fire department and harbormaster

d d d d id' 'd.dd I. dd

~ Contain oil spill using curtain boom to prevent spreading, When
possible, completely surround source.

~ If oil was spilled in an upland area, use sorbant boom and pads to
contain material and prevent it from entering water body.

~ If mom oil than can be contained by the boom has been spilled, contact
the Wa~~«'.~k Fire Department or Apponaug Harbor Marina see
emergency phone list for numbers!.

~ Once spill is contained, use sorbant material to collect oil. Absorbent
pads can be placed within boomed area, retrieved, wrung out, and
placed back in boomed area.
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PERSONNEL

Spill Manager

~ Mr. Ray Chase

Other Qualified Staff

~ Kenny Ferrara  Operator of Ray's Bait arid Ponaug Fuel Dock!

Marina spokesper son

~ Mr. Ray Chase

Contact for professional assistance

~ Clean Harbors  assistance may only be requested by the spill manager!

THREATS

~ Overfilling of gasoline during fueling, creating explosion hazard: The most
common spill occurrence will result from overfilling of gasoline tanks at the
fueling dock.

~ Vessel spill: Under a worst-case scenario, the largest on-board fuel tank is
aboard a 40-foot power boat which carries approximately 300 gallons of diesel
fuel and 20 gallons of crankcase oil�

~ Spill from fuel storage tank or connections to pumping station: On site there is a
2,000 gallon in-ground storage tank which is connected to the fuel pumping
station by a series of flexible and rigid hoses. A fuel spill could result from the
failure of one of the connections. A spill could also result when the fuel tank is
being filled.

SPILL RESPONSE EQUIPMENT

Available on-site resources

Operational characteristics: serves to absorb and contain oil in the water.
Boom is susceptible to wind, waves, and current. These factors can
cause oil to escape over the top and under the bottom of the boom.

Deployment: Can be attached to a fixed structure or to an anchor, Place
downstream of oil spill. Recovery efficiency decreases rapidly once
outer layer is oil soaked.

Disposal: May be wrung out and reused, At the end of the boom's useful
life, wring out and store in a sealed container. The container will be
disposed of by a state certified waste hauler.

M~ii~'~tiance: When possible. wring out and dry after use. Otherwise,
material will be disposed of properly.
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in ivi
Operational characteristics: Use sorbants only in low current velocity

situations,

Deployment: Place sorbants on spilled oil. Recovery efficiency decreases
rapidly once outer layer is oil soaked,

Disposal: May be wrung out and, At the end of the sorbants useful life,
wring out and store in a sealed container. The container will be
disposed of by contracted waste hauler.

Maintenance: When possible, wring out and dry after use. Otherwise,
material will be disposed of properly.

9 Gallon Over Pack for ora dis o al

Location/Additional Equipment

~ The spill response equipment is stored on the fuel dock.
If the rapid deployment of additional resources is necessary, contact either the
Warwick Fire Department or Apponaug Harbor Marina  see emergency phone
list for numbers!.

~ Coast Guard oil spill response trailer is also available as a first-aid measure.

NOTES

RECORDS

Drills

~ Do not use dispersants on oil/fuel spills. Dispersants include products
manufactured specifically for that purpose and more common products such as
detergent. This simply forces the oil into the water column where it may be more
harmful. Dispersants may only be used with the approval of the Coast Guard
federal on-scene coordinator.

~ This response plan will be tested twice a year, with at least one test occurring at
the beginning of the boating season. All of the spill response equipment will be
inspected at the time of the tests.

~ This Spill Response Plan was last updated on August 5, l996, by Mr. Ray
Chase,



Inspection

Emergency Phone List

~ United States Coast Guard, MSO: 435-2300
1-800-424-8802

277-3070~ RI Department of Environmental Management:

737-2000 ext. 6521~ Local Harbormaster Department:

~ Local Police Department: 737-2244

737-8896~ Local Fire Department:

739-5005~ Apponaug Harbor Marina

~ Clean Harbors 461-1300
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Appendix G

Boater Fact Sheets

The following are the exact fact sheets developed and distributed to

the customers of the participating marinas for the purpose of

educating them on nonpoint source pollution controls. In addition to

these jfrst six you will also find copies from their subsequent

printing in Rhode Island Boating,



Sanding and Painting
Sanding and painting can be messy tasks, And if certain
precautions are not taken, these tasks can also create a
mess for the environment, Most of these paints are made
with toxic chemicais designed to leach out and prevent
bottom growth on the hull. When concentrated amounts
of these materials are allowed to escape from hull rnain-
tenance and repair areas, there is a potential for environ-
mental harm. Materials, such as solvents, thinners, and
brush cleaners, often used in sanding and painting, can
also harm the environment if improperly handled. These
materials contain cancer-causing agents and have a
tendency to sink in the water column, compromising
water quality and damaging marine life and the marine
environment.

6. When sanding or grinding hulls over a paved surface,
vacuuming or sweeping loose paint particles is the
preferred cleanup method. Do not hose the debris
away.

7. Buy paints, varnishes, solvents, and thinners in sizes
that can be used within one year to avoid having to
dispose of stale products.

8. When possible, use water-based paints and solvents
9. Switch to longer lasting, harder, or non-toxic anti-

fouling paint at your next haul out.

10. Paints, solvents, and reducers should be mixed far
from the water's edge and transferred to work areas
in tightly covered containers of 1 gallon or less.You can play an important role in protecting water qual-

ity while sanding or paint>ng your vessel by following
the simple tips listed below. 11. Keep in mind that solvents and thinners can be used

more than once by ailowing the solids to settle out
and draining the clean product off the top.Boater Tips:

12. Let small quantities of unusable solvents evaporate
by brushing them onto an old board.

1. When working in rnarinas, use designated sanding
and painting areas. Check with the marina manager
for the location and proper use of these areas. 13. Thoroughly dry all paint cans before disposing of

them in the trash.2. Work indoors or under cover whenever wind can
potentially blow dust and paint into the open air.

3. Use environmentally friendly tools, such as vacuum
sanders and grinders, to coliect and trap dust. Some
marinas have this equipment for rent, check with the
manager,

14. When in doubt about proper disposal practices,
check with your marina or local munictpality

T' he boater fact sheet series i s produced by the Rhode
Island Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service wi th funding
from the R.f. Department of Environnrental Management
Narragansett Bay Project, through a grant issued by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the Clean
Water Act.
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Solid Waste Disposal
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Each piece of trash and litter that enters Rhode
Island's waters adds to a problem that can be easily
recognized and prevented. Materials such as bottles,
bags, cans, cups, six-pack rings, disposable diapers,
cigarette butts, food stuffs, and fishing line not only
degrade the natural beauty of boating waters, but they
can also injure or kiH aquatic life. Birds and fish often
fatally mistake garbage for food and get tangled in
plastic. Furthermore, many overheated engines and
disabled sets of running gear can be attributed to
improperly disposed of solid wastes.

Boater Tips:
I.. Trash should never be discarded overboard. If

there was room on board to bring it out, there is
room to bring it back.

2. Carry a trash receptacle on board your vessel, and
always empty it into a proper onshore facility.
Most marinas have trash disposal and recycling
areas � make use of them.

3, Try to reduce the amount of disposable litter on
board by carrying less plastics, removing unneces-
sary wrappings and packaging, and using reusable
containers for food and refreshments.

4. If trash accidentally falls overboard, go back and
retrieve it.

5. When possible, retrieve any trash or debris found
in the water or on the shore.

6. Never discard cigarette butts, diapers, or fishing
line overboard.

7. Do not dispose of fats, solvents, oils, ernulsifiers,
disinfectants, paints, . -~isons, phosphates, and
other similar product. In Marine Sanitation
Devices.

S. Whenever possible, use land-based rest rooms
rather than onboard ones to reduce the amount of
waste that must be pumped out.

9. Remember, law requires all boats 25 feet and more
in length to have a sign regarding federal trash dis-
posal regulations posted and visible where garbage-
is stored  these signs are available at most marine
supply stores!.

10 Inform and educate your family, friends, and
neighbors on proper waste disposal practices.

The boater fact sheet series is produced by the Rhode
fsland Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service with funding
from the R.l. Department of Environmental Management
Nanagansett Bay Project, through a grant issued by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the Ciean
Water Act.
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Vesse1 Sewage
Vessel sewage is
a problem when
discharged into
the water without
proper pretreat-
ment. Pathogens
in untreated

sewage increase the
potential for human
illness and the possib
ity of additional shell
fish bed and swimmin
area closures. Added

nutrients can also

accelerate oxygen
depletion in the wate
column by stimulating
uncontrolled plant
growth, called eutrophication, which can contribute
to algal blooms, foul odors, and fish kills. This prob-
lem becomes more significant in enclosed harbors
where boaters concentrate to anchor, swim, and fish.
You can play an important role in protecting water
quality by following the simple tips listed below.

Boater Tips:

l. Always remember that it is illegal to discharge
raw sewage from a vessel into U.S. waters.

2, ln Rhode Island, it is illegal to operate or moor a
boat that is equipped with a marirle toilet that is
not approi' d, not in proper working condition.. -.
or that is trot properly sealed in declared no-
discharge areas.

3. Pumpout facilities should be used to dispose of
stored waste whenever possible. They are fast,
clean, and inexpensive. New navigation charts
and cruising guides now list the locations of
operating pumpout stations,

4. Marine sanitation devices  MSDs! must be
maintained to operate properly. Keep your
disinfectant tank full, use biodegradable treat-
ment chemicals, and follow the manufacturer's
suggested maintenance program.

5. Do not dispose of fats, solvents, oils, ernulsifiers,
disinfectants, paints, poisons, phosphates,
diapers, and other similar products in MSDs.

6. Whenever possible, use land-based rest rooms
rather than onboard ones.

The boater fact sheet series is produced by the Rhode
Island Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service with funding
from the R J. Department of Environmental Mariagement
Narragansett Bay Project, through a grarrt issued by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the Clean
Water Act.
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Bilges, Fueling, and Spill Respense
2. Fueling

~ Prevent fuel from falling into the water during
fueling.

~ Don't just top off the tanks, know the capacities of
your fuel tanks prior to fiHing.

~ Place an absorbent pad or container over the fuel
fill or under the fuel vent to collect accidental

overflow.

~ Listen to the filler pipe to anticipate when the
tank is full and to avoid back-splash.

~ Stop pumping at the first sign of fuel escape.

~ To prevent spillage from tank vents, install a fuel/
air separator or an air whistle in your tank's vent
line.

3. Spill Response
~ Stop the source of the spill first.

~ Then focus on containing it, preferabiy with
booms.

~ When a spill does occur, it should be reported
immediately � federal law requires it.

~ Do not use emulsifiers or dispersants  soaps! to
treat a spill; this is prohibited by federal law.

~ For small spill cleanup, cover the spill with absor-
bent materials.

~ When clean up is complete, properly dispose of
used spill response materials.

~ lf dirty bilge water cannot be sufficiently cleaned
to allow legal discharge, make arrangements with
a marina capable of properly disposing of tainted
water. UHPKIISITY OF

It .ot.nco
mon to see a small

fuel sheen on the
water surface near

boats. Although it
may only be a tiny
amount from some

boats, the cumula-
tive impacts can be
damaging, Once in
the marine environ-
ment, oils and fuels
have a tendency to
accumulate in

bottom sediments and concentrate in marine organ-
isms, These harmful substances commonly enter the
marine environment through bilge pumping, fueling,
and improper response to spills,

You can play an important role m protecting water
quality by following the simple tips listed below.

Boater Tips:

I. Bilge Pumping
~ Prior to pumping, inspect the bilge to ensure that

no fuel or oil has been spilled.

~ Do not discharge bilge water if there is a sheen to it.

~ The best technique for dealing with oil in the bilge
is to continually check and fix all leaks.

~ Petroleum absorbent materials, such as bilge
pillows and engine pan pads, are very effective at
removing oils from bilge water.

~ As a further preventative measure, oil/water
separators can be installed in bilge pump discharge
lines.

The boater fact sheet series is produced by the Rhode
 stand Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service with furrding from the�
R.l. Department of &rvironrnerrtal Management Nanagarrsett
Bay Project, through a grant issued 5y the U.S, Environrnerrtal
Protection Agency urrder the CLo�r".;t!er Act,
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Vessel Cleaning and Fish Wastes
2. Fish Mastes

~ Fish wastes

should be

disposed in
unrestricted

open
waters.

Boater Taps:

I. Vessel Cleaaiag
~ Minimize the use of soaps and detergents by

washing your vessel more frequently with ptain
water.

� I=PA

~f ~%SCEN%

Many clearling products are toxic, nonbiode-
gradable, and contain chemicals that can harm marine
organisms. ln addition, many cleaners are phosphate-
based, and may therefore contribute to algai blooms,
low dissolved oxygen levels, foul odors, and even
fish kills.

As opposed to many cleaning products, fish wastes are
absolutely biodegradable and can be eaten by other
fish, birds, and marine animals. But when many fish
are cleaned and the waste discarded into the same
water area on the same day, such as at fishing tourna-
ments, there can be a real disposal problem. Too much
deteriorating fish waste in a small area of water is
unsightly and can also result in extremely foul odors
and decreased dissolved oxygen levels in the water
column.

You can play an important role in protecting water
quality while cleaning your vessel and/or disposing of
fish wastes by following the simple tips listed below.

~ Do not use cleaners that contain ammonia, so-
diurn, chlorinated solvents, petroleum distillates,
ar lye.

~ Buy and use only nontoxic, phosphate-free,
biodegradable cleaners.

~ Substitute chemical cieansers with natural ones,
such as vinegar, citric juices, borax, and baking
soda,

~ Use hose nozzies that shut off when released to
conserve water and reduce the runoff from boat
washing.

~ Do not clean the bottom of your vessel by scraping
or scrubbing it while it is still in the water,

~ Clean fish

as they are
caught off-
shore or on the

way back in.

~ Do not dispose of fish wastes in marina basins.

~ Many marinas have designated fish-cleaning
stations with cutting tables, wash down basins,
and covered trash containers or composting
programs. Check with your marina.

~ Reuse fish wastes as bait and/or chum on your
next fishing trip,

~ When no such options exist, bag fish waste and
dispose of it in the trash.

The boater fact sheet series is produced by the Rhode
 stand Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service with funding
from the R.I. Department of Environmental Management
Narragansett Bay Project, through a grant issued by the
U,S. Fnvironmentai Protection Agency under the Clean
Water Act.
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Engine Maintenance
It is not infrequently that we see a smail fuel sheen
on the water surface near boats. Although it may be
only a tiny amount from some boats, the cumulative
impacts can be damaging. Once in the marine envi-
rontnent, oils and fuels have a tendency to accumu-
late in bottom sediments and concentrate in marine
organisms. These harmful substances commonly enter
the marine environment through improper engine
tnaintenance techniques and waste fiuids disposal
practices.

You can play an important ro/e in protecting water
quality while performing routine engine maintenance
by following the simple tips listed below.

Boater Tips:
I. Routine Kngine Maintenance

~ Keep engines properly tuned for efficient fuel
consumption, clean exhaust, and economy.

~ Keep your engine clean It makes it easier to spot
and correct small leaks before they become big
problems.

~ Keep an oil absorption pad in the bilge or below
the engine to collect spilled products.

~ When undertaking maintenance, wipe up spills so
that they do not get pumped overboard with bilge
water.

~ For spill-proof oil changes, use non-spill pump
systems that remove crankcase oils through the
dipstick tube. Many marinas have these systems
available for your use; check with them.

~ In order to catch the oil traditionally spilled
during filter removal, slip a plastic bag over the

filter and then remove ~t.

use of engine
a minimum.

ing should not
the btlge or

ground. It
done in a

or parts washer
dirty fluids can
d and recycled.

~ Use the orange-pink colored propylene antifreeze,
which is nontoxic, rather than the blue-green
colored ethylene glycol, which is toxic and can kill
animals that ingest it.

~ Keep fuel tanks full during winter storage to reduce
condensation buildup.

~ Consider adding a fuel stabilizer so that you will not
have problems disposing of stale fuel In the spring.

~ Do not discharge oil into the water � it is prohib-
ited by law. All boats 25 feet or longer are required
to have a sign regarding oil pollution control
regulations posted in the engine compartment
These signs are available at most marine supply
stores.

2. Waste Disposal

~ Never dump waste oils and engine coolants on the
ground or into storm drains, dumpstets, and/or
open waters.

+ Most marinas and towns have specific disposal
facilities for waste oils and associated byproducts,
such as filters and absorptive materials. Ask about
them, and use them.

~ When disposing of petroleum-based products,
such as fuels and engine oils, keep them separate
from each other and from other substances, such
as antifreezes, solvents, and water. This lowers the
disposal cost charged to your collection facility for
contaminated wastes.

The boater fact sheet series is produced by the Rhode
island Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service with funding fror«h<
R l Depa&nent of Environmental Management Narragansett
Bay Project, through a grant issued by the U.5. Fnv'rontnental
Protection Agency under the Clean Water Act.



From: Rhode  sland Boating Monthly Magazine June f 996 page 16.

Easy-to-use tips you can use
to protect your boating environutent

R
hode Island boaters are getting into

the swing for real these days prepar-
ing their vessels for yet another sea-

son of fun and recreation on
Narragansett Bay and neighboring
waters. And there is a very serious con-
sideration for boat owners as they gct
their craft ready.

Two chores near the top of every
Rhode Island boater's fitting out list are
sanding and painting. Hulls, decks, com-
partments, bulkheads all are likely tar-
gets of cager sanders and painters.

Surely these are messy jobs under
the best of situations. But there are some
very real environmental considerations
that need to bc considered.

Take for example, bottom paints
that contain toxic chemicals designed to
leach out and prevent bottom growth on
the hull during the boating season. When
concentrated amounts of these matcrrals
arc allowed to escape from hull mainte-
nance and repair areas, there is a poten-
tial  or stgnificant environmental harm.

Materials such as solvents, thinners
and brush cleaners, often used in sand-
ing and painting, also can harm the envi-
ronment if not used correctly. These
materials have a tendency to sink in the
water, compromising water quality and
damaging marine life.

The Rhode Island Sea Grant Marine
Advisory Service has come up with
some really practical and quite simple
tips for protecting the water quality as
boatcrs put a brand new look on their
vcsscl for the season:

1 � When working in marinas, use
designated sanding and painting areas.
Check with marina manager for the loca-
tion and proper usc of thc area.

2 � Work indoors or under cover
whenever wind can blow dus  and paint
into thc open air.

3 � Usc environmentally friendly
tools, such as vacuum sanders and
grinders, to collect and trap dust.

4 � Clean up all debris, trash,
sanding dust and paint chips imrnediaie-
ly after any maintenance job.

5 � Use a drop cloth beneath the
hull to catch sanding dust and paint
drops when working over unpaved sur-
faces.

6 � When sanding or grinding
hulls over a paved surface, vacuuming
or sweeping loose paint particles is the
preferred cleanup method. Do not hose
the debris away.

7 � Buy paints, thinners and sol-
vents in sizes thai can be used within
one year to avoid having io throw away
stale products.



From; Rhode Island Boating Monthly Magazine July 1996 page 16.

Suggestions for solid waste
disposal for boaters in Bay
Each piece of trash and litter  hai gets
into Rhode island's waters adds to a
problem that can be solved. Boa era can

be a major part of thc solution.
Materials such as bottles, bags

 paper or plastic!, cans, cups, six-pack
rings, disposablc diapers, cigarette butts,
food and fishing line nat only degrade
 he natural beauty of our sta c boating
wa crs, but also injure or kill aquatic
life.

Birds and fish often fatally mistake
garbage for foad and ge  tangled in plas-
 ic and fishing line. Furthermore, many
ovcrhcatcd engines and disabled sets of
running gear can be attributed to
improperly disposed solid wastes.

Thc Rhode Island Sea Grant Marine

Advisory Service suggests ways baaters
can be a positive influence in reducing

I
solid was e:

1 � Trash should never be thrown

overboard. lf there was roo n on board to

bring it out,  here is room to take it back.
2 � Carry a trash receptacle on

board the boat, and always empty it into
a proper onshore facility. Mr st marinas
have trash disposal and recycling facili-
tics � make use of them.

3 � Try to reduce the amount of

disposable litter an board hv carrying
less plastics, removing unn«c«ssary
wrappings and packaging, and using
reusable containers for lood and refresh-

men s.

4 � If  rash accidentally falls i>ver-
board, ga back and pick it up.

5 � Whencvcr passible, pick up
any trash or debris found in the wai«r iir
an thc sharc.

6 � Never throw cigareite but s.
diapers or fishing line overboa;d.

7 � Do no  dispose of lais. so -
vents, oils, emulsifiers. disinfectants.

paints, poisons, phospha es or oiher sirn-
ilar products into marine heads.

8 � Whenever possible. us« land-
based rest rooms rather than onboard

ones io reduce  he amount of w asie  h~i

must be pumped oui.
8 � Remember, I~w requ res zl!

boats 25 feet or longer tii haie a sign
regarding federal trash disposal r«gu ;i-
tions posted and visible wher«gert ~g« i-
stored  these signs are availabl« ~  mosi
marmc supply stores!

10 � Inform and «ducai« ~mill
friends and dock neighbors un prop«
waste disposal.



Appendix H

Sample Sign Language

The following is the actual language used for the signs regarding

Solid 8'aste Disposal Tips, Liquid Harmful Materials Collection,

Pumpout Station Operation and Spill Response.



Solid Waste Disposal Tips

~ Trash should never be discarded overboard. If there

~ is room to bring it out, there is room to bring it back.

~ Sort wastes for standard recyclabes and dispose of accordingly.

~ Always cieanup after maintenance work.

~ Bring harmful materials such as solvents, used engine fluids,
and ftlters to the collectio~ site at the rear of the facility,

~ Use pump-out facilities to dispose of sanitary wastes,

~ When in doubt, check with management.

~ Thank you for helping to keep this Marina and
~ the boating environment clean.



From: Rhode Island Boating Monthly Magazine September 1996 page 16,

Keeping our boating waters clean,
watch cleaning products and fish

~ Fish wastes should be disposed in
unrestricted open waters.

' Clean fish as they arc caught off-
shore or on the way back to the dock-
 his tends to spread out the disposed
material,

' Do not dispose of fish waste iri
marina basins,

Many marinas have desi';.aim
fish-cleariirit station~ uiri ~i i' ~-
wash- dow n bas ill 5 a Rd coveVessel Cleaning

~ Minimize use of soaps and deici-
"ciits by washing your vessel morc  i~
quently with plain water.

' Do noi use cleaners thar coiitalA

containers or composiin pi,
  .'i . k ~ iih your marina.

~ Reuse fish wastes as bai'i:~3
chum an your next fishing tnp.

5ome boat cleaning products being used
on Narragansett Bay are toxic, not
biodegradable and contain chemicals
that can harm marine organisms, ln addi-
tion, many cleaners are phosphate-based
and may contribute to algal blooms, Iow
dissolved oxygen levels, foul odors and
even fish kills.

However, when a lot of fish are
cleaned and the waste thrown overboard
into the same waters on the same day-
such as during a fishing tournament�
there can be same real problems. Too much
deteriorating fish waste in a small area is
rot only unsightly, but it also can result in
extremely foul odors and decreased dis-
solved oxygen levels in Ihc water column.

Rhode Island boaters can play an
important rotc in protecting water quali-
ty while cleaning their vessels and/or
disposing of fish waste by adhering to
some simple tips proposed by Rhode
island Sea Grant at the University of
Rhode Island:

ammonia, sodium, chlorinated solvents.
petroleum distillates or l ye,

' Buy and use only nontoxic, phos-
phate-free, biodegradable cleaners,

~ Substitute chemical cleaners with
natural ones � vinegar, citric juices.
borax and baking soda.

Use hose nozzles that shut off
when released to conscrvc water and
reduce runoff from boat washing.

Do not clean the bottom of yaur
boat by scraping or scrubbing it while ii
is in the water.



From: Rhode Island Boating Monthly Magazine October 1996 page 12.

Good, regular engine maintenance
keeps oil sediments off bottom
lt i» not infrequent that we notice light
fuel sheen on the water in boa ing areas.
Although it may be only a liny amount
from some boat, says a Rhode Island Sea
Grant Boater Fact Sheet, the-eu r ulative
impact can mount up  o be damaging.

Improper engine maintenance and
sloppy waste fluids disposal may bc onc
activity that can help rcducc pollution.

Here are some tips which may help
you in the individual's fight to keep our
Narragansett Bay waters as clean as we
can make them:

Engine N  taintenance-
~ Keep engines properly tuned for

efficient fuel consumption and clean
exhaust.

' By keeping engine clean you can
easi/y spot and correct small leaks.

~ Keep oil absorption pads or pil-
lows in thc bilge or below the engine to
collect any spilled petroleum products.

~ When doing maintenance, wipe up
spills so they don' t get into the bi I ge and
then pumped overboard.

For spill-proof oil changes, usc
non-spill pump systems that reinove
crankcase oils through the dipstick tube.
Many marinas have thcsc systems avail-
able for your use, check with them,

~ Keep fuel tanks full during win i
layup to reduce condensation buildup.

~ Consider adding a fuel siabilizi
so you will not have problems disposin
of stale fuel in the spring.

Use thc orange-pink colure
propylene anti-freeze, which is nor
 oxic, rather than thc blue-green c hylen
glycol, which is toxic and can kilt an
mals that ingest it.

In order  o catch oil traditionall

spilled during filter removal, slip a pla.
tic bag over the filter and then remove ii

Waste Oisposal-
' Never dump waste oils and cngin

coolants on thc ground or into s ori
sewers, dumpsters and/or open waters.

Most marinas and towns have spe

cific disposal facilities for waste oils an
associated byprodurts, such u» filiei
and absorptive materia!». A»k aboi
 hero and use them.

' When disposing ol peiruleuii
based products, such as fuels and cngin
oils, keep them separate from each oihi
and from other subs ances. such a

antifreezes, solvents and water. Th:

lowers the disposal cost churgei   ci yoi
co lee ion facili y for coniaminaie
was cs.
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Appendix I

Boater Workshop Materials

The following materials contain session plans that detail the

conducting of the slide show format and walking tour boater

workshop alternatives, plus an example publicity flyer which was

used to publicize t' he events.



Needed Materials:

 italics denotes a photo, whereas everything else is text!

Content and Activity Ran:

Welcoming: 3 minutes6:00 PM

~ Ex. - "In trying to better serve our customers and in being environmentally
; responsible, Marina is proud to bring you this event

Introduction: 7 minutes6.05 PM

~ Boating as a Source of Pollutants
~ Brief Project Description, Including Sponsors
~ Purpose and Format

Eqgipmut
Slide Projector
Screen
Spare Bulb
Stand

Extension Cord
Display Tables
Chairs

i. Marina Photo
2. Marine Debris

3. BMPs

4. Recycling Can
5. Head
6. BMPs
7. Pumpout Sign
8. Gas Dock

Bmdur&
Cleaners
Head Chemicals
Antifreezes
Bottom Paints

Absorbents
Fuel Conditioners
Fuel/Air Separator

9. BMPs
10. Fueling
11. Spill Response BMPs
12. Bilge pumping
13. - -BMPs
14. Bilge pillow
15. Engine
16. BMPs

Boater Fact Sheets
Pumpout Map
Cleaning Article
Pmject Description
GBI Progress Report
MARPOL Placard
Coastal Features

17. Oil Change
18, Disposal facility
19. BMPs
20. Bottom Sanding
21. BMPs-
22. Cst Grd Vessel
23 Vessel Cleaning
24. BMPs
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6:10 PM Vessel Operation: 30 minutes

This discussion is based on four issues and facilitated by the use of a slide
show and product examples. For each issue, a picture will be shown, a
question posed, and then the problem discussed. Another question wiH then
be posed which leads to a further discussion on the possible solutions to the
problem. Once the solutions have been discussed, applicable product
examples and additional slides wiII be shown.

~I
~ Marine Debris and Litter: Slides 2-4 with no product examples.
~ Vessel Sewage: Slides 5-7 and head chemicals as product examples.
~ Fueling: Slides 8-10 with fueVair separators and conditioners as product

examples.
~ Spill Response: BMPs only, slide 11
~ Bilge Pumping: Slides 12-14 with absorbents and bilge cleaners as

product examples.

Rather than set aside pre-established times, participants will be encouraged
to ask questions throughout the session. Once the material has been
sufficiently covered an introduction will be provided for the next speaker.

Vessel Repair and Maintenance 30 minutes6:40 PM

IHdLCR
~ Engine Repair and Maintenance. Slides 15-17 with absorbents, and

antifreezes as product examples.
~ Waste Oil Disposal: Slides 18-19
~ Sanding and Painting. Slides 20-22 with paints, solvents, and tarps as

product examples.
~ Vessel Cleaning: Slides 23-24 with environmentaHy compatible cleaners

as product examples.

Rather than set aside pre-established times, participants will be
encouraged to ask questions throughout the session.

Conclusion: 5 minutes7:10 PM

~ The Incremental Pollution Concept.
~ Everyone is Part of the Solution.
~ Be a Good Example and Inform Your Friends .
~ Thank You.

This discussion is based on three issues and is also facilitated by the use of
a slide show and product examples. As with vessel operation, for each issue
a picture wiII be shown, a question posed, and then the problem discussed.
Another question will then be posed which leads to a further discussion on
the possible solutions to the problem. Once the solutions have been
discussed, applicable product examples and additional slides will be shown.



Preparation Schedule Used

First Mailing - Project Description,
Session Plan Review Meeting-
Second Mailing and Post Flyers.
Dry Run -  aH trainers!,
Workshop.

Needed Materials

Eu 'n H

Boater Fact Sheets

Pumpout Map
Cleaning Article
Project Description
M 4ZZI3L Placard
GBI Progress Report
Coastal Features

Content and Activity Plan:

~Gus - A facility tour approach will be used with the participants visiting a total of six
stations. A different topic wiH be covered at each station. The facility manager wiH lead the
participants between stations and will discuss, and if possible demonstrate, the relevant
practices with the help of his staff. A flip chart of shortened boater tips wiH be posted at
each station. These wiH serve as talking points for management and staff. In addition,
relevant products wiH be displayed on a portable table at each station,

Introduction: 10 minutes, at office  Manager!
~ Thank You for Coming
~ Project Description
~ Boating as a Source of Pollution
~ Training Session Purpose/Format
~ Introduce Next Speaker

10.'00 AM

9/28/95
10/I0/95
10/20/95
10/24/95
10/28/95

~Pr ~a~
Cleaners

Head Chemicals
Antifreezes
Bottom Paints
Absorbents
Fuel Conditioner

EauiamW
Sea Grant Banner
2 Portable Table
Flip Charts
2 Portable Easels
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10:10 AM

squid Waste Disposal: 10 minutes, at disposal facility  Manager !
8~~~r"i~n~n:  Routine Engine Maintenance Fact!
1. Potential Problem
2. Boater Tips  examples!

~ Keeping Products Separate - discuss
~ Waste Oils and Filter Disposal - demonstrate where and how

10:35 AM

Vessel Sewage: 20 minutes, pumpout station  Manager and Staff!
gg~:  disposal regulation and procedures - Vessel Sewage Fact

Sheer.!
1. Potential Problem
2. Boater Tips  examples!

~ Discharging Overboard � discuss legalities
~ Pumpout Procedure - demonstrate and discuss
~ Acceptable Treatment Chemicals - discuss and show examples

10:45 AM

Solid Waste Disposal: 10 minutes, dumpster  Manager!
g P d*

maintenance activities - Solid Waste Fact Sheet!
1. Potential Problem
2. Boater Tips  examples!

~ Vessel operation - discussion "what goes out must come back"
~ What Goes in Dumpsters and What Does Not - discuss
~ Batteries - discussion "where and how to dispose"

11:05 AM

Vessel Cleaning: 10 minutes, at a boat being cleaned  Manager and11:15 AM
Staff!

~gdg Pt P * dgg d*~dg
conservation - Vessel Cleaning and Fish Waste Fact Sheet!
1. Potential Problem
2. Boater Tips  examples!

~ Choose the Right Products � discuss and show examples
~ Use Proper Techniques � discuss

Sanding and Painting: 25 minutes, at paint shop  Manager and Staff!
I~i~e1t:  Product selection. cleanup and disposal - Sanding and

Painting Fact Sheet!
1. Potential Problem
2, Boater Tips  examples!

11:25 AM

~ Preparation /Cleanup - discuss and/or demonstrate

Engine Maintenance 25 minutes, at mechanic shop  Manager and Staff!
Kcg~gagg!:  Routine Maintenance Fact Sheet!
1. Potential Problem
2. Boater Tips  examples!

~ Keeping Engines Tuned and Clean - discuss
~ Spill Proof Oil Changes - discuss and show examples
~ Use of Absorbents/Bilge Pumping - discuss and show examples
~ Fueling - discuss

3. Winterization  examples!
~ How To - discuss
~ Toxic and Non-Toxic Antifreezes - discuss and show examples
~ Fuel Conditioning - discuss and show examples
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~ Selecting Paints and Solvents - discuss and show product examples
~ Handling Paints and Solvents - discuss
~ Disposing of Paints, Solvents, and Sandings - discussion

Conclusion: 10 minutes, at last station  Manager!
~ The Incremental Pollution Concept
~ Everyone is Part of the Solution
~ Be a Good Example and Inform Your Friends
~ When in Doubt Ask
~ Thank You



you with any questions or concerns that you might have.

100 Folly Landing, Wanvick, RI.
�01! 884-0544



Appendix I

First Season. Educational Materials

The following educational are those used prior to the development of

the Boatttr. Fact SItels Series. These materials include:

I. Environmental Guidance for Boaters: Commoh Sense Solutions

for Poflution Prevention;

2. Pumpout Station Map;

3. Environmentally Safe Boat Cleaning Article;

4. US Coast Guard Garbage Placard;

5. Coastal Features � Rl's Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control

Program;

6. Greenwich Bay Project Report;

7, Bring Back Greenwich Bay; and

8. Marina Outreach and Best Management Practice Implementation

Project Description.
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Environmental Guidance for Boaters:
Common Sense Solutions for Pollution Prevention

Imagine a great day of boating with family and good friends, enjoying a warm sunny day with a gentle
breeze, a cooling spray on the face, natural scenery passing by, fine food to eat, and lighthearted
conversation. Picture fishing, sailing, water skiing, or just cruising to a quiet harbor. That is the fun image
of an ideal boating trip. Stop! Now visualize that same trip on dirty brown water, with drifting oil-soaked
debris, a foul odor, and a shoreline littered with semi-submerged junk and old tires.

The first image has now changed to an uncomfortable displeasure. Clean water is the foundation of
enjoyable boafing, and you can play an important role in protecting water quality by making simple
changes to the way you operate your vessel and undertake routine maintenance. The following sections
highlight the potential pollution problems associated with boating and also offer tips whicli. you can use to
protect the boating environment.

Litter and Debris

Litter and debris comes in all kinds, colors, and sizes including bottles, bags, cans, cups, six-pack rings,
diapers, cigarette butts, fishing line etc. Each piece of trash and litter adds to a problem that can be easily
recognized and prevented. Plastic and htter not only degrade the natural beauty of boating waters they can
also injure or kill aquatic life.

Boater Ti ps:

Trash shouid never be discarded overboard, If there was room to bring it out, there is room to bring it
back,

Carry a trash receptacle aboard your vessel, and always empty it into a proper on-shore facility. Most
marinas have trash disposal and recycling areas, make use of them.
Try reducing the amount of disposable litter onboard by carrying less plastics, removing unnecessary
wrappings and packaging, and using reusable containers for food and refteshments.
If trash accidentaily goes overboard, go back and get it.
When possible, retrieve any trash or debris found in the water or on the shore.
Never discard cigarette butts or fishing line overboard.
Remember, law requires all boats 25 feet and more in length to have a sign regarding federal trash
disposal regulations posted and visible where garbage is stored  these signs are available at most marine
supply stores!,

Vessel Sewage

Vessel sewage is a problem when discharged overboard without proper pretreatment. Pathogens in untreated
sewage increase the potential for illness in humans, and the possibility of additional sheilfish beds and
swimming areas being closed to our use. The added nutrients can also accelerate oxygen depletion in the
water column and potentiaHy contribute to algae blooms, foul odors, and fish kills. This problem becomes
more significant in enclosed harbors where boaters concentrate to anchor, swim, and fish.

Boater Tips:

~ Always keep in mind that it is illegal to discharge raw sewage from a vessel into U,S. waters.
~ In Rhode Island, it is illegal to operate or moor a boat that is equipped with a marine toilet that is not

approved, not in proper working condition or that is not properly sealed in declared nondischarge areas.
~ Pumpout facilities should be used to dispose of stored waste whenever possible. They are fast, clean, and

inexpensive. New navigation charts and cruising guides are adding the locations of operating pumpout
stations.



j02 Marine Sanitation Devices  MSDs! must be niaiatained to operate properly. Keep your disinfectant tank
full, use biodegradable based treatment chemicals, and follow the manufactures suggested maintenance
program.

~ Do not dispose of fats, solvents, oils, emulsifiers, disinfectants, paints, poisons, phosphates, diapers,
and other similar products in MSDs.

~ Whenever possible, use land based rest rooms rather than on-board ones.

Engine Fluids and Routine Maintenance

It is not infrequent that we see a small fuel sheen on the water surface near boats. Although it may only be
a tiny amount from some boats, tbe cumulative impacts can be damaging. Once in the marine environment,
oils and fuels have a tendency to build up in bottom sediments and accumulate in fis, Furthermore, certain
fluids and cooiants can be highly toxic and even carcinogenic. These substances can enter the marine
environment during routine eagine maintenance, through improper disposal practices, bilge pumping,
fueling, and improper spiU response.

Boater Tips:

~ Engines should be kept properly tuaed Sar ef6cient fuel coasttmptioa, clean exhaust and economy.
Keep your engine clean. It auld it etuaer to spot aad coeechuaaI leaks before they become big
problems.

~ Keep an oil absorption pad in the bilge or below tbe engine ta coHeck-spilt products.
~ When undertaking maiateaaace, wipe up spills so that they do not getyumped overboard with bilge

water.

~ For spill proof oil changes, use nonwpill pump systems that remove crank case oils through the
dipstick tube. Many marinas have these systems available for your use, check with them,

~ To catch the oil traditionally spilt during fiiter removal, slip a plastic bag over tbe filter and thea
remove it.

~ Keep the use of engine cleaners to a minimum. Parts cleaning should not be doae ia tbe bilge or over
open ground. It should be done in a coatainer or parts washer where the dirty fluids can be collected and
recycied..

~ Use the orange/pink cotored propylene antifreeze which is non-toxic, rather than the blue/green colored
ethylene glycol which is toxic aad caa kill animals which ingest it.

~ The discharge of oil is prohibited bylaw and aH boats 25 feet aad mote in length are required to have a
sign regarding oil pollution coatmI regulatioas posted ia tbe engine cotapartment  these signs are
available at most marine supply stares!.

~ Never dump waste oils and engitu: coolants oa the grouad, into startttdnuns, dumpsters, and/or open
waters.

~ Most marinas aad towns have specific disposal facilities for waste oils and associated by-products such
as filters and absorption materials. Ask about them, and use them.

~ When disposing of petroleum based products such as fuels and engiae oils, keep them separate fram
each other and from other substances such as antifzeezes, solvents, and water. This lowers the disposal
cost charged to your collectioa facility for contaminated wastes.

GiheJ.'umuiua
~ Prior to pumping, inspect the bilge to ensure that no fuel or oil bas been spilled.
~ Do not discharge bilge water if there is a sheen to it.
~ The best technique for dealing with oil in the bilge is to continually check and fix those small leaks.
~ Petroleum absorbent materials such as bilge pillows and engine paa pads are very effective at removing

oils from bilge water.
~ As a further preventative measure, oil/water separators can be instaHed in bilge pump discharge lines.
~ If dirty bilge water can not be sufficiently cleaned to allow legal discharge, make arrangements with a
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marina capable of properly disposing of this tainted water.

~ During fueling prevent fuel from falling into the water.
~ Do not just top off the tanks, know the capacities of your fuel tanks prior to filling.

Place an absorbent pad or container over the fill or under the fuel vent ta collect accidental overflow.
~ Listen to the filler pipe to anticipate when the tank is full and to avoid back-sphsh.
~ Stop pumping at the first sign of fuel escape.

To prevent spillage from tank vents, instaH a fueVair separator or an air whistle in your tank's vent
line.

~ Keep your tanks full during winter storage to reduce the build of condensation.
~ Consider adding a fuel stabilizer so that you will not have problems disposing of stale fuel in the

spring.
5aiLUh<aimm
~ Stop the source of the spill first.
~ Then focus on containing it, preferably with booms.
~ When a spiil does occur it should be reported immediately, federal law requires it.
~ Do not use emulsifiers or dispersants  soaps! to treat a spill, this is prohibited by federal law.
~ For small spill clean up, cover the spill with absorbent materia! s.
~ When clean up is complete, properly dispose of used spill response materials,

Sanding and Painting

When sanding and paintiag vessels, often a messy job, dust and paint caa fall onto the grouad or into the
water. Aatifouling paints for example are made with toxic chemicals designed to leach out and prevent
bottom growth. When conceatrated amounts of these materials are allowed to escape from hull mainteaance
aad repair areas, there is a potential for environmental harm. Materials such as solvents, thinners, and brush
cleaners which are often used when sanding and painting, can also pose an environmeatal barm if
iinproperly handled. These materials are often known carciaogens and have a tendency to sink ia the water
column until they reach the habitats of fisb.

Boater Tips:

When working in marinas, use dedicated sanding and paiating areas. Check with the manager on the
location aad proper use of these areas.
Work indoors or under cover whenever wind can potentially blow dust and paint into the open
environment.

Use environmentally friendly tools like vacuum sanders and grinders which automatically collect and
store dust. Some mariaas have them for rent, check with the manager.
Clean debris, trash, saadings paiat chips etc. immediately after any maintenance or repair activity.
Use a drop cloth beneath the hull to catch paint sandings and drops whea workiag over unpaved
surfaces.

When saadiag or grinding hulls over a paved surface, vacuuming or sweeping loose paint particles is
the preferred clean up method. Do not hose the debris away.
Buy paints, varnishes, solvents, and thinners in sizes which you can use within oae year. This way
you will aot have to dispose of stale products.
When possible, use water-based paints and solvents.
Switch to longer lasting, harder, or noa-toxic antifouling paint at your next haul out.
Paints, solveats, and reducers should be mixed away from the water's edge and transferred to work areas
in tightly covered containers of oae galloa or less.
Keep in mind that solvents aad tbianers can be used more than once by allowing the solids to settle out
and draining tbe clean product off tbe top.
For small quantities of unusable solvents let them evaporate by brushing them onto an old board.
Thoroughly dry paint cans before disposiag of them in the trash.
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* = Future pump-out facilities
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George Po teromo

Environmentally Safe
Boat-Cleaning ProductsBOATING

never feel guilty about
cleaning my boat after a
day of fishing. Since I trail-
er, most of  he rinse water
is contained in my drive-
way. ON occasion, I even

it's illegal to d schargc oil or fuel
into the water. no mauer how in-
significant the «moon .

Ncw products to  hc Rescue
The above are just a few of the

New jofm
colliiiinaes
ofily fess ha

just as weft

acid found in some hull cleaners, Al-
 hough some of thcsc cleaners are de-
signed  o help remove barnacles,  hcy
can also harm  hc boa 's gclcoa  and
your skin, Furthermore. when enough
of  Iicsc s tong acids cn cf  hc cnvifon-
mcfl   licy cail alter ihc wa cf s pH
lcvcl.

Bilge clcancrs arc;ino hcf big, con-
cern. Ivtany CO» airl cnlulsificfs. whicli
break up oil and make ii soluble i»
wa cr. ll any cleaner is accidcn al'ly
piiiilpcd ovcfboai'd,  lie cilliil sion bfclks
 IOWn It'svino i»et i v nu fin~i... I

game

piiospha cs hlcnn Algae
Problems associa cd with cleaners
usually revolve around phospf  ates. As
with phospha cwon aining household
cleaners, cxpcns h1vc sliown that  hcsc
clicillicals afc has<ca  y food lof algae.
whcil cnou li phosl!h1 cs cntcf  lic
waicf, oxygen-coiisui»i»g algae  a»d
cvcli sol'nc ioxin Iiroduccfs!  hfivc,
choking off o lief in;»i»c of anisms.

O hci  xi c uia I v t iarnlful chcniir-'i <

bleach the deck to keep it spot-
less. At the conclusion ol'  hc
ptoJcct the driveway is thomughly
rinsed and the water is absotbed
by the pound   here ace no drain
gu ters!

It's a different s ory al a ma-
rina. While I use dcaneis QeaNy
on land;-I never give my boat  hc.
full treatment at a slip. Just'a linlc
mild soap and water and a kit of
sc ubbing �  hat's my dockside
formula.

Granted, the washings from '
one boat won't des toy the envir-
onment, but consider all thc boats
docked at marinas and behidd
wa erfront homes. The fact is that
a lot of harmful chemicals enter
our wa ecs as a result of everyday
boat. maintenance. These pollu-
tants, in quantity, canhave «detri-
mental impact on marine life.
What's worse, many marinas and
homes aie loca cd near sensitive
wc land areas  ha  serve as nurscr-
ics for major forage species and
fish.

problems that can be caused by
boating- products. Fortuna ely,
manufacturers are working dili-
gendy to crea c pfoduc s tha  are
more friendly to the marine cnvir-
onmcat One such cofnpany, Star
,bci e, has taken thc lead by intro-
ducing an entire line of environ-
mentally Sound main enance pro-
ducts. A publicly owned corpor-
«tion, Star hite is thc leading pro-
ducer of marine cleaning, main-
tenac ce, and repair products. Its
new Sea Safe line includea a Boat
Wash, Boat Wash 8c Wax, Teak
Cleaner. Teak Brightener, Bilge
Cleaner, Deck Qcancr. and Hull
Cleaner.

~ng to Star bf  c s vice
p esident, JCII Tiegcr, who's also
a chemist, thc progression to-
w«id« enviionmen ally sensitive
bOatl'ng products began apprOxi-
mately four yeats ago. -Because
most boaters and anglers care
abaut the C»vifonmen . 1VC S a ted

looking in o  hcsc products,' Tieger
says. "A lot of other coinpanies quickly
jumped into the market by in roducing
pfoduc s  ha  did�'  1vofk or vvcrcn'  as
CnvirOmnen ally SC»Si ivC '1S  hey Ori-
inally had  hough . Kvc decided  o  akc

a long-range vicwv before introducing
ouf pfoduc s. Wc diligc»ily les cd
different formulas. sceir» how each

I!cffOAllcrI uiutcf vafinus Coiidi  lolls. 0 y
iakmg  llc  i»ic io siudy 1nd icsi lliciii.
wC 1VCfC IbIC  n CO»1C Oiil vviili I!i'OCI»C S
 h1  ivorl'Cd;iS well;is.;lnd iii iii'1'iy

afar and tod'aaofngy f ave nsodeft pmsibk for
to critacc bait~i tpndacts chat afv iot
niifaf to the ffaarine environment, they work
as. if not heifer than. rhe okf pro facts.



Bilge Cleaner
As mentioned. it is ittegat to pump oit
or fuel into ihe cnvitonntent, no matter
how insignificant the amount. Some
older bilge cleaners contained emutsi-
fiers that mixed od with water. If. that
solution was pumped overboard. thc
emulsion ~ould break down imme-
diately in the water and leave an oily
slick. Because of stricter regulations,
modern bilge cleaners contain emul-
sions that hold together a tot better.

"If Acre' was an accidental.dis-
charge, thcic new bilge cteanets won' t
wind up as a slick," reports Tie'ger.
"The emutsifiers will stay together
much longer. taking thc oil to the bot-
tom,-where it' ll eventually biodcgrade
We now have bilge absorbcrs based on
a special paper that repels water, yet ab-
sorbs oil like-a sponge. When thcsc
products arc added tn your bilge along
with our cteane'r, the paper absorbs Ihc
oil.as it is broken up. What's left is a
basica!ly oil-f'ree solution that' s
approximately 83 percent bio-
degradable within 28 days. Simply re-
move the oil-soaked papers and discard
them properly on shore. Our Bilge
Cleaner has a much safer emulsifier.
tt's not acidic or harsh, and it contains
no phosphates. h's friendlier on the en-
vironment and on wiring."

with less active ingredients."
that usc an acid-based cleaner to cat
away hard, dead wood, and a fotlow-up
alkaline system to neiitiabze the acid's
effect, Star brite's Sca Safe Teak
Cleaner and Brightener isn't teat y a
two-part pmcess. Their Cleaner is com-
posed of suifactants and wettlg agents
that clean the otd waod Since thcie's
no acid to ncutiatize. the Teak Bright-.
ener is optional. lf dark teak is pie-
ferred, forget about the brtghtener.
which lightens ihe wood's color and
enhances its grain. The bene6t of this
pnxhct, exuding to %ieger, is that any
residue fmn boat washings or tain run-
off won't contain acid The biodegrad-
able formula is better for the wood.
humans, and Ihe environment.

Star brite and other compatues offer-
ing products that aie tess detritncntal to
our envutaunent deserve special recog-
nition. And with our attention sharply
focused on thc bigger picture of fish-
erie ~ation and cleaning up our
environment, it's easy to overlook the
little things like cleaning agentL But
after all, liule things can add up to big
problems. It's something to dunk about-
the next time you clean your boat. ~

Teak Cleaner and Brightener
Untike otder. two-part teak cteancrs





PROGRESS REPORT
Rhode Island's Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program

Last summer, the Coastal Resources Management Council <CRMC! devoted an entire issue of Coasta! Features to the subject of
nonpoint source pollution and the new federal mandates designed to control and minimize the intrmluction of this type of
poHution into our coastal waters. Over the past year, the cooperative efforts of the CRMC, the Rhode Island Dqmrtmrnt of
Environmental Management  RIDEM! and the Rhode Island Department of Administration, Division of Planning  RIDOP!. with
the assistance of several advisory committees, have led to significant prolpess in the development of Rhode Island's Coastal
Nonpoint Pollution Control Program  CNPCP!. To keep you informed of this progress, we are again publishing a special edition
of Coastal Fortures. The purpose of this issue is to provide a general review of the federal requirements for nonpoint source
pollution control contained in the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 and an update on the progress that has
been made to date towards meeting those requirements.

An Overview of Nonpoint
Source Pollution in
Coastal Waters

Simply defined, nonpoint source
poHution is polluted runoff. Nonpoint
poHution is caused by rainfall or
snowmelt moving over and through
the ground. As the runoff moves, it
picks up and cames away+Ah naturaL
poHutants and poltutants rettulting
from humart activities 1hese poihtt~
ants include sediments, nutriecHs, 4
pesticldes, pathogens, virtiaes and
toxic materials such as hydrocarf,'ibns
and heavy metah. Even theae
pollutant3 are deposlte4%
wetlands, coastal waters,
waters.

Numerous enidronmental problems

are assodated with nonpoint pollution.
Among those problems which are of
particular concern to Rhode Islanders
are eutrophication and bacteriaL
contamination. Eutrophication is the
enrichment of a waterbody with
nutrients, typicaHy nitrogen or
phosphorous. While nutrients are
necessary to the functioning of any
healthy ecosystem, excessive concen-
trations of nutrients can devastate
wa terbodies, particularly poorly
flushed estuaries such as Rhode
Island's Salt Ponds and the Narrow
River. An overabundance of nutrients,
from sources such as fertilizers, human
and animal wastes, and detergents,
may result in algal blooms which
cause waters to become depleted of
oxygen, leading to the suffocation of
marine life. Bacterial contamina ion
from sources such as failed septic
systems, runoff from animal opera-
tions, and sewage discharged fmm
boats can pose serious threats to
human health. Exposure to bacterial
contamination either through direct
contact  e.g. swimming! or consump-
tion of contaminated shellfish can Lead
to hepatitis, gastroenteritis, and other
iHnesses. Further probfems associated
with nonpomt pollution incLude:
excessive sedimentahon which results
in habitat losses and marine life
mortality; contanunation of drinking
water supplies; and, the closure of
shellfish beds.

In a 1992 report on the status of

poHuted runoff problems and state
programs, the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency  EPA! reported that at
least 1.2 million acres of coastal waters
were impaired or threatened by
polluted runoff. The sources of this
runoff are varied and, at times,
difficult to trace. Nonetheless, certain
activities and land uses have been
identified by EPA and the National
Atmospheric and Oceanic Administra-
tion  NOAA! as having the most
significant impacts on coastal water
quality nationally and. as a result, in
need of greater regulation.

Secbon 6217 of the Coastal
Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments of 1990

!n order to address the problems
~ted with nonpoint sources of
pollution, Congress adopted Section
6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reautho-
rization Amendments of 1990. Section
6217, entitled Protecting Coastal
Waters", requires each coastal state
participating in the federal coastal
management program to develop a
Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control
Program  CNPCP! to be approved
jointly by the EPA and the NOAA.
Once approved, Rhode Island's
CNPCP will be implemented through
changes to existing programs adminis-
tered by the CRMC, RIDEM, RIDOP,

 contfnaed on next page!



Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Axnendments of 1990

 continued from prsxnous page!
and local governments. Failure to
develop an approved CNPCP by july
of 1995 will result in fiscal penalties on
both the RIDEMs Nonpoint Source
Management Pxxxgram, developed in
accordance with requirements con-
tained in Section 319 of the Clean
Water Act, and the CRMC's Coastal
Resources Management Program
 CRMP!.

The central purpose of Section 6217
is to enhance state and Local efforts to
manage land use activities that
degrade coastal waters and coastal
habitsts. Section 6217 will, for the first
time, bring together the authorities
and expertise of state water quality
 e.g., RIDEM! and state coastal zone
management  e.g., CRMC! agencies to
jointly address the pxoblem of
nonpoint poUution of coastal waters.
In addition, the development of Rhode
island's CNPCP will require coordinat-
ing a wide range of regulatory ancl
nonxegulatory nonpoint source
managexnent programs as welL as
technu& assistance and monitoring
efforts, Accordingly, it is clear that
broad participation in the develop-
ment and implementation of R.I,'s
CNPCP wiLL be necessary.

EssentiaUy, Section 6217 is a two
tiexed pxogram. The fixst tier involves
the broad implementation of technol-
ogy-based management measures
within a specified management area of

each coastal state. In Rhode Island, this
area encompasses almost the entire
state. These measures, commonly
referred to as the  g! measixres, can be
classified into three categories:
xnessuxes that establish performance
standards, such as an 80% removal of
total suspended solids from
stormwater; measures that establish a
procedure for reducing polluted
runoff, such as the implementation of
nutrient management plans for
agricultural operations; and, general
pollution prevention measures, such as
a requirement for educational pro-
grams for recreational boaters. Each  g!
measure is accompanied by a series of
recommended best management
practiem  BMPs! which either indi-
vidually�or in combination achieve the
.measuxe. These  g! measures and
recommended BMPs are contained in
the federal guidance document,
Guidance Specifying Management
Mcxxsures jor Nonpoint Pollution in
Coastal avatars  EPA, 1993!. The
Guidance is divided into chapters, each
containing a series of  g! measures,
which address specific soums that
NOAA and EPA have determined to
be the leading contributors of
nonpoint poUution to coastal waters
nationally, These sources include
agricultural activities; silvicultural
 forestry! activities; urban land uses
and developxnent activities;,
hydxomodifications; and marinas and
xecxeational boating. A Final chapter
contains management measures for
wetlands and riparian areas which,
when properly protected and main-
tained, can serve important nonpoint
pollution abatement functions.

In accordance with the statute,
states must ixnplement the prescribed
 g! measures; or, implexnent measures
wtuch axe at least as effective as the  g!
measures; or, demonstrate that the
measures axe unnecessary either
because the nonpoint source is not
present nor reasonably antidpated in
the management axea, or that the
source poses no significant tlueat,
actual or reasonably anticipated, to
human health or living coastal
xesoi trees.

The second tier of Section 6217
involves a more water quality-based
approach to address known nonpoint
source water quality problems which
are either not addressed in the
Guidance or which, due to the severity
or localized nature of the pxoblem,
require more stringent or intensive
regulation than that which is required
by the  g! measures. This second tier

requires the developxnent of additional
management measures to protect and
improve thxeatened and impaired
coastal waters and critical areas. While
the additional management measures
and critical areas are important
components of the CNPCP, the efforts
of the past year have focused on the
Erst four of the specific CNPCP
requirements.

A unique component of this
program which diffexentiates it from
prior nonpoint pollution control
prognxms is that the  g! measures and
the additional rnanagexnent measures
must be implemented through enforce-
able polkies and xxiechanisxns. Enforce-
able policies indude such things as
constitutional provisions, Laws,
xeguiations, land use plans, ordinances,
or judicbd or administrative decisions
that enable a state to exert contxoL over
both pxivate and public land and water
uses and natural resources.

In January of 1993, when NOAA
and EPA jointly issued the Guidance
 EPA, 1993! and the companion
document, Coastal Nonpoint Pollution
Control Program: Progrrxrn Daoeloprnent
and Appnnel Guutana'  EPA and
NOAA, 1993!, the clock began ticking
for each coastal state to develop and
have approved a CNPCP by july of
1995. Since that time, and indeed prior
to the issuance of these documents, the
CRMC, RIDEM and RIDOP have been
working together, utilizing a series of
advisory comxnittees, to develop an
approvable CNPCP for Rhode Island,

Coastal Features



Program
Development-

Rhode island is faced with two
separate, but related challenges for
contxxxlling nonpoint pollution, which
stem from diffexent federal xnanda tea,
The first of these, and the subject of
this newsletter, is the development,
approvai and implexnentation of the
CNPCP as requixed by Section 6217;
the second is the update of Rhode
Island's' Nonpoint Source Managenrent
Plan. With regard to the latter, in
accordance with Clem Water Act
requirexnents, each state must identify
control measunm arid managemerrt
appxxraches for categories of nonpomt
pollutanls identified in the state' s
nonpoint source assessment report as
impacting or threatening water quality.
The Phrn outlines a framework for
state and local coordination, as weII as
specific nonpoint source management
objectives of the RIDEM. Funds made
available by EPA under the provisions
of Section 3l9 of the Clean Water Act
may be aHocated to implement the
Plan's xecommendabons.

The CRMC and the RIDEM, as the
state's nonpoint source management
agency designated under section 319,
have "a dual and coequal role and
responsibility in developing and
impiexrumting the coastal nonpoint
program . Accordingly, the CRMC and
the RIDEM, in conjunction with the
RIDOP, have been focusing their
efforts on a coordinated approach for
developing Rhode Isiand's CNPCP
and updating the Nonpoint Source
Management Plan.

As noted, a primary distinctiorr
between a state's CIWCP and a state' s
Norrpoint Source Management Plan is the
requirement that the CNPCP be
implemented through enforceable
policies, In contrast. implementation of
the state's Nonpoinf Source Management
Plan relies on demonstration projects

g~, and voluntary participation with
4 firrancial assistance as an incentive for

participation. While this voluntary
appmach has been the primary means
for Pion implementatiorr in the past, m
an effort to coordinate the Section 6217
and the Section 319 programs, the
updated Pbn is expected to be
adopted as an element of the Stale
Guide Plan admixustered by the RI DOP.
Once adopted, municipalities will be
required to be consistent with it when
making land use decisions and

illcorporate its policies into municipal
comprehensive plans. Therefore,
policies contained in Rlrode island's
h1onpoint Source Afanagernent Porn will
become enforceable.

Progress to Date
ln the year leading up to the

publication of Coashxi Nonpoint
Poffution Control Prognxnxr Program
Development arrd Approorrl Guidance
 EPA arid MOAA 1993! and the
Guidance Specifying blarlgexrrent
Measures for Sourxes of Non point
Pollutiorr in Coastai trrkrters  EPA 1993!,
the CRMC held numerous informal
meetings with the RIDEM and the
RIDOP to discuss issues related to the
development of Rhode Island's
CIA'CP and the update of Rhode
Island's Nonpoint Source Managenrent
Plan. The CRMC and the RIDEM also
~ponsoxed, m conjunction with the
RIDOP, Soil Conservation Service
 SCS!, Rhode Island Sea Grant,
University of Rhode Island Coastal
Resources Center  CRC!, and the
Rhode Island Cooperative Extension
 CE!, a statewide conference on
nonpoint source pollution which
focused on the requirements of Section
6217 and the developxnent of the
CNPCP.

When the Guidance was published
in January 1993, the CRMC and the
RIDEM created a steering corrunittee
which included representatives of the
CRMC, RIDEM, RIDOP, SCS, CE and
CRC. In April of 1993, the RIDEM
sponsored an interagency workshop
where all relevant federal and state
agencies wry represented. At this
workshop it was agreed that the
steering committee would be respon-
sible for creating an advisory comxnit-
tee framework which could be used to
both develop the CNPCP and update
the Rhode Island Nonpoint Source
Management Plan  e,g., develop the
Nonpoint Source State Guide Plarr
Element!. It was also agreed that stxong
public involvement; education, and
outreach during the development of
the CNPCP was a high priority.

As a result of the steering

comxnittee's efforts, the Interagency
Nonpoint Source Advisory Committee
 INSAC! was created. The INSAC is
~ixed by the CRMC, RIDEhl, and
RIDOP. The INSAC reports to the
CRMC and the State Planning Council
and cooxd.!nates the efforts of the
technical advisory subcorrunittees. It
was deternuned that tIM. vast xnajority
of the work would be done by the
subcoxnmittees and ail 6nal work
products would be brought before the
fNSAC for review. These work
products will inciude: the updated
Rhode fstanat's Norrpoint Source Manage-
ment Pfan, draft regulation changes,
Section 6217 threshold review docu-
rnents, axrd the CNPCP which will be
submitted to the NOAA and EPA for
approval in July 1995.

Technical AdvisOry
Subcommittees

Sirree there are many sources of
nonpoint pollution and an equally
diverse range of agencies and organi-
zations involved in nonpomt source
issues, the RIDEM, CRMC, and RlDOP
chose to utilize a series of technical
ad visory subcomxnittees. The subcom-
mittees are organized around particu-
lar nonpoint souxces  e.g., agriculture,
forestry, ISDS, stormwater and erosion
and sediment control, land use, arid
marinas! and additional federal
requirements for Section 6217 and
Section 319  e.g,, watershed prioritiza-
tion, public outreach, and monitoring!.
The subconunittees axe comprised of
key officials from federal, state, and
local levels of government as weil as
members of nongovernmental
oigaxuzations and the general public.
The steering committee made a
concerted e fort to identify appropriate
groups for representation on the
various subcommittees, While the
initial membership of the subcoxnrnit-
tees was reviewed and approved by
the lNSAC. it was agreed that the
subconunittees would have the
flexibility to expand their membership
as needed. Generally, subcommittee

 corrxinued on page 6!
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i< tl'<'tiles Ill<. Iu<j llig t [i< inc 1ss< Icl <t<kf
<vitli r<iaJs, Iiighwiivs <iiid brnfg<vs,

< I r«.«r><! <«<I -, <f<r«<n<f i ii«i»if � I h is
<il,i ling<'ment In<'asL<tv I v<iulres tile
preparator«n,»«l ii» plei»< nt.itnin <it
< r«s«<n and sedimeiit coiitr<!l pl,i<is t<ir
c< llistl'Uctl< n sites I [le 1»easuie ippiie '
t< i <EII <onhtr< let i<!rl <1ctiv itic".«i<1 sit<.'s

t h<'I I< I'i v<' acres I I J<<L' < n<>t <'I'pplv
t<i <<i»~tr<ictl<iii <it s<iiglv t,<»»lv i<<i»les
<in sites larger tlian I /2 «cre or t<i
c<instruction prolects that d<i iiot
disturb over ~,00[I sq. ft. <if land.

~ C!i<xiii<,<i  <oi! r r«  � 'I'his Al l<'<i<;e-
ment measure is designed to I<<nit tlie
application. generation and migratnin
<if' t<ixic substances  pesticides,
fertilizers, petro-chemicals and
wastes i, a nd to ensure proper storage
and disposai ot toxic substances
through the implementation ot'
recommended pract<cca The n<easure
,ipplies to.those construction activities
included under the erosion and
sediment control management
measure

~ I««rt< i ..f<c<f iii»tecri<iii � Tl»s
management measure requires the
development ot' a comprehensive
<vatershed protection prograin which
a<.«ids development on areas particu-
Iarlv susceptible to erosion, preserves
sensiti< e areas, and minimizes the
impacts of des elopment on
i< aterbodies and drainage systems

~ N«' Or<-site Set« i<» Disposuf
5<<stems <OSDS='J � iNew svsterns are to
be sited, designed, instailed, operated,
and maintained so as to minimize their
iinpacts to groiind and surface <vaters.

Management measures for
existi ng devel oyrnent

~ Eai.-ting De eloprrrer<f � For
previously developed areas watershed
management programs are required to
be developed and implemented.
Opportun<t<e ioi i'loiipoiiit source
pollutant reduction must be identified,
a schedule Ior implementing appropri-
ate controls de< eloped, and distur-
baiices ot nahiral conveyance syStei»S
minimized. The nieasure also calls tor
the preservation, enliancement and
establishment ot butters.

~ E«sr»<<,' <'i<<-sire Sn«r<'< D sp >snf
Sifsr< ins <OSDc' t � Policies tor opera-
tion, <iispectio» and maintenance ot
exi!ting OSDSs must be developed
and ii»plemeiited. In cases where
coastal <caters or "round waters are
sigiiitic.intlv attected hv nitrogen
Ioadin"s trom es<st<ng CtSDSs. the

Marinas, recreational boating activi ties and ruiioff from paved surfaces cnii
be major sources of nonpoint pollution.

IV. Marinas and

Recreational Boating,
I<.'o<>point source pollution a;-<ivi-

a ted <v i t h n <a rinas a nd rec re,i t io <i a I
b<iating acti< ities can result i<i i<<-
creased <cater t<ixtcity, elevated
p<<ll<ltai92t Iev«ls iii <1qu<itic <ii<,'<! i<i~<!i~

»»to[[at<<>n <it .i» OSDS « Iiish rc Juces
nitrogen loading hv S<!" .<> re<]u<red

+ P<rf «f«rr< pre< ciinoii � Rh<xje Island
must implement pollution pre< ention
and educational programs to better
intorm the general public on routine
activities which cause nonpoint source
pollution and ways in <vhich sources
can be reduced. Activities aiid sources
to be addressed include; hazardous
household chemic~is, Ia«» and garden
activities, turt manage<»ent. tlie
discliarge ot pollutaiits into storm
drams, and commercial acti< <ties not
currently regulated under the tederal
point source pollution control program
 iaaf PDES program!

Management »ieasures for
roads, highways, arid bridges
 new and existirtg!

Six man igement measures require
that l<!a Js, high'iv lvs,ind bridges be
planiied, site~[ and designed so,is to
protect sensitive area:, lin>tt Lind
J isturba no< s,,ind i»inimi ze ruiiott an J
erosion Th<' 1»easlil es also re<]u<re tlult
operatioii and mamtenance plans in-
cludee po[lut«<n pre<'ention proc<xfurcsc

! hese il'I,i»<ige<ileiit 1»e<ls<lfes w<[1
be the ni<ist Jitticult to a<liie< e,<<id

require,iii,ippro,icii « liicli »e< «, » '-
the State Guide plan; R[DEM Iresi»< a
ter <s etlai<J». [SDS and R[PDES
regula tioiis; the Coastal Resources
.'via nagement Program  CRMP!. a»J,
the local comprehensive land us< and
harbor management planning pro-
cesses. The CRMC wi[[ fully imple-
ment the measures related to urt a<i
areas « ithi» its jurisdiction and the
R[DEM «ill continue to implemerit
those mea'ures currently implenie» t<. J
by its re ulatory progranss I» acc<ir
dance <vtth subcommittee i'ec<inil»en-
dations, remaining management
measures are proposed to be met bs
incorporating requirements into t!ie
bt,itc  .<»Jc I'I i<i,,iiid  is »J<fiti<.' '
elements tu be addressed in the
coi'i<i»<in<tv comprehensive In<id il . <.'
plans These programs are adrmi»-
tereJ bv the R[DOP.

Stfnf uter 1994



Program
Development
 corrtinued feme page 3!
membership is open to any interested
person or organizatiorL Accordingly,
the subcommittee memberships have
expanded to indude additional
representatives.

The role of each subcommittee is to
provide technical assistance and
guidance to the CRMC, RIDBM and
the RIDOP during the development af
the CNPCP. The subcommittees also
coordinate existing nonpoint source
pollution control e8orts throughout
the State. The roles of each subcommit-
tee differ depending on a number of
factors which indude:

~ The nature of the particular
pollution source or nonpoint source
issue the subcommittee has been
formed to address;

~ The extent to which the QI9 and
f6217 requiirements have been
addressed;

~ The need for new policies, regula-
tions or recommendations; and,

~ The complexity af statutory
requirements.

In all cases, the subcommittees
review and advise on relevant sections
of the CNPCP and the updated
Nonpoint Source Marurgernent Plan as

they are developed. Each technical
advisory subcommittee also identifies
public outreach and education needs,
as they become evident, for the Public
Outreach and Education Subcomrrut-
tee to address. Essentially, each
subcommittee addresses the relevant
management issues, comments on
draft work products, and mahdi
recorruzrendations to the RIDEM,
CRMC, and RIDOP.

In general, the subcommittees
began their efforts early in 1994 by
evaluating the actual and potential
water quality problems associated
with a particular source of nonpoint
pollution in order to determine if the
source presents a significant nonpoint
pollution problem to Rhode Island's
coastal waters. In cases where the
subcommittees determined that a
coastal water quality problem does
exist as a result of a particular
nonpoint source of pollution, the
subcommittees focused their efforts on
reviewing individual management
measures and identifying the extent to
which existing prollmms currently
implement individual management
measures through enforceable policies.
This process led to the identification of
areas where action was needed in
order to conform with  g! measure
requirements. The subcommittees then
considered options for addressing  g!
measures not currentiy addressed
statewide through enforceable polides.
In each case, consensus was developed
as to the best approach for implement-
ing those measures through enforce-
able policies.

In cases where it was determined
that a particular source does not
present an actual or potential threat to
coastal waters, the subcommittees
focused there efforts on crafting solid
argunmnts for exclusion from the
measures, based on water quahty and
land use data. Finally, threshold
review documents and related
proposed regulation changes devel-
oped by the CRMC and RIDEM were
brought to individual subcommittees
for review, This entire process was
greatly facilitated by the participation
of subcommittee members from the
private sector as well as the regulatory
community who brought with them
expertise in specific nonpoint source
problems and existing regulatory and
nonreguh tory programs.

Threshold Review

On August 24th and 25th, the
CRMC, RIDEM, and the RIDOP are

scheduled to meet with representa-
tives from EPA and NOAA for an
informal threshold review of compo-
nents of Rhode Island's proposed
CNPCP. The purpose of this meeting
is to provide EPA and NOAA with an
initial review of proposed approaches
to meeting specific requirements of
the CNPCP in order to determine
where future efforts need to be
f~. At this time, proposed
approaches for meeting program
requirements related to: public
participation; agriculture; forestry;
urban land uses and development
activities; marinas and recreational
boating; wetlands and riparian areas;
and, hydromodifications will be
discussed. In general, these ap-
proaches have been reviewed and
approved by relevant subcommittees.
Pral:osed new or amended regula-
tions and policies wiII also be pre-
sented in order to solicit feedback on
the appropriateness of the mechanism
and the adequacy of the approach in
implementing specific management
measures.

Following the threshold review, the
CRMC, RIDEM and RIDOP, with the
assistance of the technical advisory
subcommittees, will continue to work
on the development of Rhode Island's
CNPCP and the update of Rhode
Island's Nonpoint Source tvtonogement
Plan. The focus of the agencies'
cooperative efforts will largely
depend on EPA and NOAA comments
on proposed program implementation
approaches contained in threshold
review documents. In addition,
CNPi P elements not addressed
during the threshold review, such as
the monitoring, public education, and
technical assistance components, and
the additional management measures,
will be developed. The subcommittees
will continue to meet as these addi-
fional programmatic n purements are
addled and as approaches cur-
rently proposed are modified in
response to EPA and NOAA com-
ments. Rhode Island's final CNPCP
will be submitted for approval to
NOAA and EPA by July of 1995.

Once Rhode Island's CNPCP has
been approved, the State has until
January of 1999 to fully implement the
 g! measures and until January of 2004
to fully implement all additional
management measures. However, it is
expected that many of the  g! mea-
sures and additional management
measures not currently implemented
will be implemented prior to these
deadlines.

Coast'al Features
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Section 6217  g!
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and contamination of water quality as
a result of pathogens. Recre-
ational boating activities can
also disrupt sediment
habitat, and cause shoal
and erosion. There are
fifteen management
measures for marinas
and recreational boatm
activities contained
in the Section 62l7
 g! guidance.
These manage
ment measures are
grouped «qder two
broad categlbtim: siting and design'
and operation and maintenance.

Siting aad 4esign
Section:62K requires that seven

management measures be applied
when reviewing the siting and design
of new marinas. These management
measuxes require that marina sites
allow for regular flushing of surxound-
ing waters; water quality assessments
be performed as part of marina siting
and design; marinas be sited and
designed in a ~ which protects
impoxtant habitats; the shoreline be
stabilized when erosion is a pxoblem;
runoff contxol strategies mduding an
80% TSS removal rate from hull
maintenance areas be implemented;
fueling stations be designed to allow
for ease of spill cleanup; and, the
installation of pumpout, dump station
and restraom fadlities when necessary.

Marina and boat operation and
maintenance

The Section 6217  g! guidance also
includes eight management measures
focusing on routine activities, and
locations in maxinas which can be
sources of nonpoint source pollution.
fn general, these measures require:
proper disposal of solid wastes; fish
waste management; management of

harmful liquid materials
vents and paints; reducing

unt of fuel and oil dis-
mto the water through the
utomatic shut-off fuel
es and by promoting the
of fuel/air separators and
oil absorbing materials in
bilge areas; the imple-
mentation of boat
cleaning practices which

minimize the reiease of harmful
cleaners, solvents, and paints; proper
maintenance and encouraged use of
sewage pumpout facilities; and,
restrictions on boating to protect
shallow water habitats and decxease
turbidity. The measures also require
the implementation of education
programs for the boating public and
xnarina operators to prevent improper
disposal of pollutants.

These measures will be impie-
rnented through minor changes to the
CRMC's Coastal Resources Manage-
ment pmgram  CRMP! and axnend-
ments to the Harbor Management
P %~

V. Hydromodifications
Hydxomodihcations indude

channehzation and channel modifica-
tion, dams, and streambank and
shoreline erosion. Hydromodifications
contribute to nonpoint source poilu-

tion by disrupting habxtats, sedimenta-
tion patterns, erosion rates, and water
flows. The Section 6217  g! guidance
contains six management measures for
hydromodifications designed to
address problems associated with the
alteration of the physical characteris-
tics of surface waters and the resulting
impacts on instxeam and riparian
habitats. Generally, the measures
require impacts associated with these
sources be minimized thxough
operation and maintenance practices
as well as the protection of water
quality and instreaxn and riparian
habits ts.

Although a definitive approach to
meeting these measures has not yet
been determined, it is exper~ that
these measuxes will be implemented
thxough amendments to the CRMP.

VI. Wetlands, Riparian
Areas, and Vegetated
Treatment Systems

The Section 6217  g! guidance
contains three management measures
which do not address a specific source
of nonpoint source pollution, but
rather, promote the protection and
restoration of wetlands and riparian
areas as well as the use of vegetated
treatment systems to contxol and
minimize nonpoint source pollution.
These management measures require
states to protect wetlands and riparian
areas which serve a nonpoint source
abatement function, promote the use
of vegetative filter strips and buffer
zones, and to restore degraded
wetlands and riparian areas.

These measures are, for the most
part, currently implemented by the
CRMC and the RIDEM's Freshwater
Wetlands programs.

r

Name

Address

City

State Zip
I
I

I
L

Return to: Coastal Resources Management Council, Oliver Stedman
Government Center, Tower Hill Road, Wakefield, RI 02879.

1
Q Add my name to the

CMRC's nonpoint
pollution mailing list

0 Add my name to the
Coast Features
Mailing List

0 Delete my name
from the Coast
Features Mailing List

IA
0 Address Correction
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The Warwick Sewer Authority is seeking
homeowners living in environmentally-sensi-

tive areas around Greenwich Bay to partici-

pate in a voluntary program which will

install and keep track of the performance of

each system.

Preventing Pollution
At The Source

Septic System Inspections
To date, RIDEM has conducted 1250 sep-

tic system inspections in coastal areas

around Greenwich Bay. Approximately 10%
 about 120 systems! have been deemed

inadequate so far, and the owners have been
notified.

c

Shctljishennen rook advantage of this sr miser's condrnon-

ol opening Horueoer, thc cconorrge hardship iegtt condnsrc

rntgl Greenrurch Bay rs opened perrscsatety,

OakIaIId BeaCh Sewer Tie-III'S'- -�

The City and RIDEM, are preparing a

grant/loan program to help qualifying home-

owners in Oakland Beach connect to exist-

ing sewer lines. Presently, only 42% of these
homes have tied into the sewer line. Call

73% 2000, ext, 6289 for more information.

Water Conservation

The Warwick Water Department is offer-
ing water conservation kits to reduce the

amount of water being treated or running off
mto the Bay, Call 738-2000, ext. 6604 for
more information,

High-Tech Septic Systems
A new generation of systems using special

filters and efficient aeration are providing a
power ful leveE of pollutant removal.

Cross-Section of a Failing Septic System
Il/ Waste enters thc systers throrrgh horrsehotd pipes, �/ solids scltlc ir thc septic task, shosld bc prgrnped cocry
2-3 years, /3/ rualcr drains irto the leaching field ruhcrc contarninarsts arc rerrtratized, �/ farling systems do not
/rsrctiors properly, rrrsste rooter either seeps into grorndnvrtcr /3/ or car rgrraginto story» draigrs, IS/ pot/starts
cocntsraily/rrd their roay into Crccnruich Bayr.

PUMP OUT
04

GREENWICH SA
02

SEPTIC TANK

WArEN TaeLE

Homeowners' Septic Failure
Gran t/Loan Program

Warwick homeowners whose backyard
septic systems fail to meet city or state

health standards can reach out for financial

help, For those who qualify, this program
will provide a 40% grant and 60% loan  up to
$4000 limit! for replacing or upgrading your
fh.ng sepfliwlRIIIIn.

This Grant/Loan Pragraln recently
received an additional SI million from the

MBay Bond" to help homeowners reduce con-

tamination from getting into the Bay.

Anyone interested in this program
should call Craig Onorato at the

Warwick Sewer Authority, 739-4949,

Sewer-Line Extensions

TlIe Warwick "Bay Bond" dedicates S2.5

million to install a sewer line along Post
Road in Cowesett.

Warwick will be saving over $1 million by

designing and installing this line in conjunc-

tion with the RlDOT reconstruction of Post

Road scheduled to begin in 1997.

This project will service almost 1000

condo and apartment units tightly concen-
trated on Greenwich Bay's western shore.

Protecting Coastal Areas

Purchase of Sensitive

Coastal Lands.

. This March. the City og.tghrerrge j
purchased the 10-acre Chepiwanoxet Island

for S475,NN, with 5475,0fm eomiog from the J
private Champlin Foundations and the

Nature Conservancy. At one time, 52 condos
I

and a large marina had been approved fnr;

this fragile site.

Marine Pump-Out Stations,
By the spring of 1995, Warwick will have

seven new pump-out stations. Marina own-

ers have each received $20,000 in federal--

and state grants to install these stations.

Boat owners will be able to pump sewage

from holding tanks,
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Reviewing the Econo Impact af Greemvich Bay.
The Bay's
Natural
Defenses.

Soil .
Structure.

There are two

types of soil
drainage which
play a, major
role in the

Greenwich Bay
is a fragile body
of water even

without the
pressures that society has placed
upon it. The Bay is surprisingly
shallow, an average of only 9 feet
deep. Until recently, tidal flushing
naturally kept the Bay clean. But
today, only 3/4 of an inch of rain-
fall can wash enough pollutants
into the Bay in 6 hours, that it will
take 3 to 4 days of tidal flushing to
remove them.

health of the Bay Highly porous
sandy soils can allow drainage
from septic systems to teach into
the Bay. While in fine,,compacted
soil, wastewater can rise to the sur-
face and be carried off by rainwa-
ter. Either way, once harmful
wastewater finds its way into
Greenwich Bay, the effect can 5e
profound,

~ A high percehtage of shoreline homes have outdat-
ed, inefficient and overburdened septic systems.

~ Paved areas and roads contribute iargi
contaminated runoff into the Bay,

~ Few homes on public sewer lines are connected in
areas where they are available.

~ Chemicals, fertilizers, motor ail, ant
other harmful wastes are carried by st<
runoff into stormdrains.

~ Nutrients and bacteria from septic systems leach
into the Bay in-areas with poor soil or high num-
bers of, septic systems.

~ Nutrients, sediments and litter from iu
algal blooms, cloudy water and an un
shoreline.

+ Reduce the amount of household, IaM'
ness waste products that wash into,
and impact the environment.

~ Consider new technology for individual waste dis-
posada systems in existing homes with lots too small
or soil unsuitable for standard septic systems.

~ Repair and maintain stormdrains an
that may be aged.

~ Provide opportunities for homeowners and busi-
nesses to connect to municipal sewer lines,

~ Provide financial assistance for homeowners to

correct septic or cesspool problems.
~ Stencil stormdrains with pollution a

messages.

Contnbuting
Factors to

Greenwich

Bay's
Problems.

Long &
Short Term

Solutions to

Bring Back
the Bay.

mic & Environmental

Oensity of
Population.

A higher densi-
ty in population
has increased
the amount of

pollutants
entering the Bay, Most homes
along the shore have outdated sep-
tic systems, ill-equipped to handle
the disposal of waste. And not ail
apaitrnents and condos are con-
nected to public sewers, even
when they are available. Those with
septic systems are frequently
stressed. Every drop of water and
household waste that is not proper-
ly treated before entering the Bay
contributes to the problem.

haugs and soft
became th~
lion dollar,

try. Today bac
too high for%i
and the Ba~
ing. Closing ~
sents 90% oF I
ed from Na

ter, More ir.p
for those who
the Bay.



Vital Habitat.

Within the 15

square miles of
Greenwich

Bay are some
of the most

productive

Ae Turning
Point.

Ecosystems.

The balance of

nature is easily
thrown off by
pollutants and
untreated waste-
water. An

a

The signs of
deterioration
have been evi-
dent for some
time By 1990

quahaug beds in the world. For
years, the Bay has supported corn-
mercial and recreational Fishing.
Hut today we are seeing a serious
effect on marine species such as
winter and summer flounder,
striped bass, tautog, scup, and
bluefish. Even oysters and scallops
cannot tolerate the imbalances we

have created in this prime spawn-
ing sanctuary.

»lounts of ~ No marine sewage pumpout facilities are available
for the 4200 boats docked or moored in
Greenwich 8ay.

~ Loss of wetlands and buffer zones limit the amount
of runoff that can be filtered before entering
Greenwich Bay.

and

nwater ~ The large concentration of boating activity multi-
plies the effects of small oil and gas spills.

~ Ever-expanding paved areas increase the amount of
stormwater runoff, which carries sediment, bacte-
ria, nutrients and other contarninants to the Bay.

~ Trash or plastics tossed into the Bay can harm or
kill birds, fish and other wildlife, and can create
hazards to boaters and swimmers.

promote
pealing ~ Excessively small lot sizes and poor soil types

- hamper the effectiveness of conventional septic
systems.

and busi-

idrains
~ Build easy-to-use and accessible marine sewage

pump-out stations throughout Greenwich Bay.
~ Protect remaining open space. Promote buffer

zones around coastal areas and tributary streams.

+ Identify critical areas around Greenwich Bay that
require special considerations for their impact on
sensitive waters.

~ Enforce Harbor Master regulations for sewage dis-
" basins posal, mooring densities and locations.

~ Promote public awareness through educational
campaigns and shoreline clean-up programs. ~ Initiate the Greenwich Bay Strategic Plan for the

reclamation of the Bay.
ess

ShelMshing.

! For generations,
until the 1950's,
Greenwich Bay

J
supported scal-
lops and oysters.
Harvesting qua-

ielI clams later

stay of a $4 mil-
shel I fishing indus-

,' counts remain

~al food standards,
limits to shellfish-
~wich Bay repre-
quahaugs'harvest
sett Bay each win-
t tly, it's a disaster

ake their living on

increase in nutrients from runoff

and sewage accelerates the growth
oF sea lettuce and other algae
resulting in oxygen stress, cloudy
water, and reduced sunlight pene-
tration. The environmentally sensi-
tive native eelgrass, so important as
a refuge for young Fish, crabs and
scallops, has disappeared � a sure
sign of an ecosystem in trouble.

4 of 5 coves were off-limits to
shet lfishing, and in December 1992
all of Greenwich Bay was closed,
We have reached a turning point
that will determine if we can begin
to correct the problems that have
drastically impacted Greenwich
Bay, The only way for this to hap-
pen is for each of us to take
responsibility and understand our
relationship with this beautiful and
sensitive Bay.



VOTE lN THE BOND REFERENDUM ON ! UNE 7, t 994.

We have reached the turning point that will determine if this Bay will recover from the impact that
each of ps have placed upon it. The only way for Creenwich Bay to once again become healthy is if ALL
public agencies and private citizens to begin working together so we can understand our relationship
with this vital resource.

The City of Warwick � Tel; 738-2000
 extensions are listed be!ovrj

Rl Department of Environmental
Management

Non-Point Pollution Program � Tel. 277-3961

24- Hour Hot line � TeL 1~98-1336

Published by the Warwick's Economic Development and Planning Oepartments, Lincoln Chafee, Mayor
Written in cooperalion with Narragansett Say Project, Save The Bay and the Coastal Fisheries Laboralory.

City of Warwick
3275 Post Road

Warwick, Rhode Island 02886

Planning Department � Ext 6289
The Department has developed the Plan for the
Reclamation of Greenwich Bay. It is the central city
coordinating agency.

Sewer Authority.� Ext 6370, or 739-4949
Administers a 6Q/40 loan-grant program to assist
Warwick homeowners upgrade or repair their septic
systems. Contact for information or applications;

Public Works � Ext. 6701

The department responsible of maintaining
stormdrains and catch basins. Call if you notice
a problem.

Recycling Facility � Ext. 6513
Used motor oils can be dispose of at the recycling
'igloo," which is located behind the Mickey Stevens
Sports Complex, off Sandy Lane.

Parks 8r Recreation � Ext. 6806

For boating and marine information, as well as
mooring permits. They also patrol and maintairi the,
7 beaches in Warwick.

Narragansett Bay Project-
Tel: 277-4913

Coordinating DEM's restoration
efforts.

Water. Resources � Tel'. 277-3961

Monitoring water quality, illegal
discharges, fish kills, and marine pumpout facilities.

Groundwater 8r !SDS � Tel. 277-2306
For septic system permits and inspections.

Coastal Fisheries laboratory � TeL 783-2304
Managing quahaug beds and fisheries throughout
the Bay.

Save The Bay-
Tel: 272-3540

A leading agency for pubhc awareness and legislative
actions. They offer a numb of programs for individ-
uals to become involved with cleaning up our Bays.



- Project Description, Summer !995�

Local wcxter quczlity continues to suffer from nonpoinl
souzce poUution. ~ type of poUution is referred to as
"incremental poUution which means, the pollutants
enter the environment 'a little here and a little there,
rather than in kxrge doses from easily pinpointed
sources. According to the United States Envin:sunental
Protection Agency  USEPA!, boating in geneiaL and
more specifically vessel zepcxif and maintenance
actfvi5es, contribute to this wcxter quality problem. As
one of five 'model manas' in Gzee~ Bay
ach9re.'mhg rxepcszit source poUu6ozi, this faciTiiy is now
underta!ring a potion prevention project conducted
by the University of Rhode ~ Coastal Resources
Center  CBQ/Rhode Island Sea Grant, Marine Advisory
Service.

Objectives
'this project is a statewide initiative undertaken by the
Rhode Iskznd bcczting industry and the State to develop
marcia operations cxnd znaintencxnce procedures that
are cost effeclive and envizonznentally compatib!e. This
project wUL
1. demonstrate cmd evaluate the ease of pollution

control .as prescribe in the Stale's new
Environment Guide &r Mczrfnas;

2. educate bo xtezs on lhe nature of the problem and
the comrmn sense solutions that can be applied;
and

3. share the lessons learned with the rzsxrizMx industry
and zcsgu!crtozy community at the state and
national IeveL

By the end of the project, bmters, the zxsxzizxx Industry,
and relevant zegu!ixtory agencies wUI have a better
understazsfing of the need for arid proper iznpiement-
tation of economically achfevcxbls nonpoint source
poUutfon controls

Geneicxl Plan

. BkaaMhle �995 Season! - By 1999, each marina in
Rhode is!cznd will be required to have cm approved
Opercxtions and Maintenance Pragzcxm  OMPs!. This
phase of the project will test this nevr pzoigram by
devebping OMPs for the participating marinas. Based
on the lessons learned from this tesl. lhe pmpmm will

then be revised before it becomes mandatory. This'
process seeks lo improve the programs efficiency from
boih the industry and state perspectives. In addition lo
developing OMPs, ~ outreach approaches will be
utibxed lo educate boaters cmd the industry on nonpoint
source poUution controls and the OMP development
process. These efforts wilt consist of conducting a
boater traiziing session at each facihty cxnd two
statewide works!qiops for the industry.

�995/1996 OII-Secxson! - To shaze the
valuable experience's gained during the OMP aspect,
a report will be completed and circu!ated to people in
this and olher states. FoUowing the completion of this
report. the boater tzaining sessions wiII then be
evahiiateR and zevised for the second zeund of sessions.
InadcUbon. prlrly Best Management Pzcxctices  BMPs!
or pollution contzoi methods. will be implemented and
a process to evaluate their effectiveness installed.

EhmWham �996 Season! Boater education vrill
continue during this phase with the second round of
tr ~ sessions. During this phase, the

and evaluated for their overaU cost eifectiveness and
envizonmentai compatibility. This information will then
be incorporated into a final mitten report which
summarizes the knowledge gained during the BMP
implementation aspect of the project. As with the first
report. this one will also serve as a mechanism for
shtxrizig valuable infcsrnation with others in this state
and aczoss the country.

Funding
This project is being jointly funded by the participating
marina facilities and the Rhode island Department oi
Environmental Management  RID EM!, Office of
Environmental Coon9ination  OEQ, and Narragansett
Bay Project  NBP!. Both RIDEM sources originate from
USEPAappzowsi giants wntten under Sections 319 and
320 of The Qean Water Act. For further information
p!ease conlacl the University o f Rhode Island. Coastal
Resources Center at �01! 7924224.
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